2016 CQWW DX SSB Contest
QRM
DX QRM
Licenced 28/10/2016...2E0HCL. TOUGH BUT HAPPY!...
2EØKDT. Paper log typed by VE3EJ...2EØLMD. FT450D, 50W
PEP, Dipole antenna...2EØOSM. TOUGH THIS YEAR COULD
ONLY OPERATE ONE DAY...2EØVCC. About the station...2E1EVK. Condx terrible...2WØWOD. What the heck happened with the bands. I thought I was doing something wrong.
I changed to Assisted for not doing too good. Mostly Asia working Asia that I could hear. About quarter way into the contest,
rotor only turned from 15 degrees to 120 degrees. Making working Europe harder to hear. Last evening/morning I got it to work
but conditions not good. Amp not working at the station here. I
did not know that till couple days before going to 3W and was
not happy about that news. Listened to other Asian not making
a lot of contacts either. Before and after contest worked many
EU stations. Hardly any NA at all. I am embarrassed about the
low score. Band conditions, did not have them. Maybe two or
three years from now will be in 3W, XU, or A5. Had fun operating here as usual. New ones were XU and XW on 40M Inv L that
I made quickly. Thanks to those who did work me in contest. 73
Mike 3W2DK, NØODK...3W2DK. Some not accept my call or
guess it and run away from a frequency...3Z6O. Please count
as Azerbaijan (not Russia)...4J90HAM. TNX all best 73 cu Used
IC-745 100W and GP antennas 160-80m 40m and 20-10m
GP...4K6FO. TS 440S, DIPOLE, LOGGER SD, ENJOYED
CONTEST...4O3TT. Very few short opening to NA and JA Band
was quiet poor very sad that stations such as OD5ZZ and A62A
decide not to work us 4X stations. Hope to have better prop next
year 73s Amir...4X6TT. I run this year again on single band and
again same antenna as last year, but on a new radio. First setup
the logging software up to be used with the radio before the contest. And then to learn to use the new radio. Thats was all from
me hope to see you in the log again in another contest...5P1B.
KX3 power 5W ALL QSO Made 5W output. Dipole QTH:
Saitama-city, Saitama-pref...7K1CPT. I enjoyed the contest...7K1MAG. I enjoyed the contest. Thank you...7K2DOD.
Thank you very much for very nice contest...7L3SQL. I enjoyed
the contest...7M2ALZ. I enjoyed the good contest. Tnx for a fine
contest again...7N2UQC. I enjoyed the contest...7N4GIB. Many
tnx to 7X2DD and the guys in 7X2VFK for letting me use the
shack...7U9C. 17.02.2015...9A3CJW. FIRST LICENCE 17-062014...9A6TT. We were operating in accordance with our
licence, HAM spirit & c-test rules...9A6V. Hard work with Yaesu
FT-450, 5W, Vert.quad + 3 beverage.No more qrp! NEVER!...
9A9J. It was a fun clicking spots for multipliers.Then you can
see how strong is 1250W output to 2-el yagi at 110 feet. Thank
you for calling me, and please excuse if I was not replaying on
yours calls. QRM and QRN was strong. GH Vlatko...9A9R. Nice
contest as always! QSL direct via SV2AEL or LOTW...9H1AE.
Operated when possible. Interesting using dipole and only
100W!...9H3KZ. I enjoyed the contest...9M2WAN. Our 1st club
entry in CQWWSSB contest and very much enjoyed this contest...9M4CHS. KALI PERTAMA 9M4CKK SERTAI CONTEST,
AMAT SERONOK. TERIMA KASIH SEMUA...9M4CKK. My Rig
Antennas @ 27m (HF) 2-el Lightning Bolt Quad (LF) Butternut
HF2V Condx improved on Sunday but a real lack of East Coast
sigs here. Many thanks to the organisers. 73 to all from
Borneo...9M6XRO. RIG FT897 ANT DP ANT...9V1XX. Cq Zone
Contest...9W2XTK. No NA on ten this time. Last year was much
better...9W6EZ. Licensed date 15-08-2016...9W8LIF. By far the

hardest contest I ever did .73 de...9Y4D. 7/19/2016 Date
Licensed...9Z4Y. I just joined in for an hour weekend...A45WG.
SHARJAH CONTESTERS & DXERS...A61BM. Tough going:
wire antennas, wind and rain...AD8J/HR9. The condx were the
worst in recent 20 years. In a worse thing, there was blackout
in town for 96 minutes at the end of the contest. So we may lose
100 QSOs or more...AH2R. DATE FIRST LICENSED
02/12/2014 ICOM 746PRO, 15M MOXON, 20M MOXON,
40/80/160M TRAPPED INVERTED ELL...AL4Y. 14 December
2014,certificate class B, working for UV+HF band...BD7LMA.
2016-09-13...BD7LNI. 2016-01-27...BH6KOK. 2014/07/01...
BI4SHV. Feb 2016...BI4SWR. 12 April 2016...BI4VIP. 21 sep
2016...BW/JP3PZG. Thanks good Experience...CA1LEW.
15/12/2015...CA4CBK. Impromptu operation during busy professonal life with untested setup Radio KX3 + Expert 1.3k-fa
Antenna endfed EFHW 4010 as inv V on 12m Spiderpole + 15m
vertical + 2 el 10m beam Strong RFI greatly reduced operating
time...CEØY/NO9E. General DX Log...CE3DNP. 90W Yagi 3
element...CE3SBQ. Was very interesting to compete with EF8R
team. Thanks to all who calling us. CU in CW part...CN2AA.
Another great contest from CN3A! Thanks!...CN3A. Good fun
even on CU land!...CR2B. First goal achieved that was
Participate!...CR5SSB. 2014/08/26...CS7AKW. Hi guys. Many
thanks to all of you for the contacts and for your patience to catch
me from qrm. It was a nice contest but propagation was very
poor at least here in my side. Hope to hear all of you and many
more in next CW contest. Best 73 from Jose...CT1AOZ.
TX...CT1HFS. Special thanks to LY5W, F5NBX, TM3R,
VE3EJ, 9A1P, DO9VK, ON4AYM, HA9AL...CT2GQN. Crazy
Propagation...CT5GOJ. Always nice to participate even when
propagation does not help. I will surely participate again next
year...CT7ABE. RIG: ICOM IC-7300 ANT: Dipole PWR: 100W
Bad conditions this year. 73...CT7AIX. First license 2015...
CT7AMF. Very bad propagation, but as usual a big pleasure to
join CQWWSSB contest...CU2CE. Conditions have been quite
poor this year on 80m...DB2B. License 03.2015...DB2MJ.
Rookie 2014...DB6LY. My first License is from 10 March 2015.
gbook.xml...DC8WAN. Nice contest, TNX and see u next year.
Vy 73 de Manfred...DC9ZP. 7% NA only...DFØHQ. Extremly bad
conditions on 10m...DF1JC. A lot of contest stations were out
of the SSB area – especially on 160m...DF1LX. My first time to
spend such a long time in a Phone-Contest. It was really hard
work with K3 barefoot and wire antennas. Lesson learnt: I need
a PTT-Footswitch and SSB-Contests are nothing for pipe smokers, hi. Thanks for the patience with my tiny signal...DF3IR.
8.10.2016...DF4JM. Poor conditions, most of the QSOs with EU.
However, I enjoyed the contest. Thank you to all...DF5BM. While
condx were low I had the chance to improve some things like
running 15W from the KX3 on 80m and a dipole, sometimes I
used 50 or 100W from an old TS-50 to check the DVK, cabling
and RFI...DF5RF. I only began at 06 UTC= 06. If something is
not ok, just drop me a line, please!...DG1EA. Hope to meet you
again next year. 73s, Bjoern...DG2BHB. Nice contest, bad
Propergation / Condition...DG5MLA. TX POWER 90W...
DG6SCP. My first CQWW contest ever, will do more...DH6KM.
IC-7800, ACOM 2000A, Optibeam OB17-4 (10, 15, 20, 40m)
and 80m/160m Dipole...DJ1AA. IC 751 80W Ant...DJ1ZU. Very
bad condx for me...DJ3HW. 20m Only a Checklog...DJ6TK.
Power 100W (K3)...DJ7HH. A quite good activation this time
around from DKØIW, with variable conditions on the

band...DKØIW. Could only operate on Satuday so just in for
fun...DK1FW. Only S&P operation, really poor CONDX BUT
enjoyed the nice 10m ES-opening...DK1IP. Yaesu FT-1000mp,
PA 400W, FB-DX 506 FD4-Dipole...DK2AT. OP...DK3HV.
Conditions have been the worst since 2009 (my first participation)...DK5DC. No fun at all with low power, a dipole, and
those condx...DK5TX. My first contest...DK6DV. Licence
30/04/2016...DK6FC. Get Licence end of 2014...DK6MP. 27
February 2016...DK6PB. IC 746, Dipoles 40/80/160m, 3-el-3bd-beam 20/15/10m...DK8NI. Tnx for nice contest again,
Jack...DK9OS. Thank you for nice contest vy SP2UUU...
DL/SP2YRY. Thanks for organising! It was lots of fun!
73...DLØESA. Worst condx ever experienced in a CQWW Test.
Very few DX QSOs and heavy QRM in Europe...DL1A. 54m LW,
GP and 80W...DL1CC. Thanks!...DL1GO. SD simple, easy to
operate, but very effective...DL1KRT. TNX for organisation of
the contest...DL1NKB. Hat wie immer viel Spass gemacht, 73
Michael DOK i04...DL1PT. Some QSOs only...DL1SBF. That
was my first CQWW Contest, it made a lot of fun! I got my licence
in Nov 2015...DL2KX. Only Checklog...DL3KDP. Again, was
great fun!...DL3PW. RX=IC7400, TX=IC7400, ANT: 3-el Beam
FB33 von Fritzel, Langdrath W3_2000 Leistung: 100W...
DL4EBA. Poor condx this year...DL4RDJ. Yaesu FTDX3000 SteppIR - 160/80m Long Wire 62 Meter - 40m Rotary
Dipol...DL4ZA. CQWW CW Contest is the best, thanks for a
great weekend. See you again next year...DL5HF. The sky has
falled, propagation down...DL5KUD. License 19.12.2014...
DL5LB. Sorry, only a little time because of nightshift QRL all
weekend. But enjoyed the short time...DL6CT. Rookie novice
licence 14.04.2014 advanced licence 06.06.2016 only 20m classic my first contest...DL7BTW. ROOKIE 2015...DL7FE.
Kenwood TS-50S, Dipol Antenne W-8010 7m over ground...
DL7FUA. 22. OCT. 2015...DL8BFV. Lousy condx. Only 1 QSO
stateside...DL8ZAJ. License 21.11.2015...DL9CP. Thanks...
DL9HCO. FT1000MP Field Vertical GAP Titan DX...DL9LF.
2017...DL9MP. Rookie First Licensed 09/05/2016...DM1MA.
Rookie - first licence was Novice “DO2KD” July 2015...DM4DS.
Worked this CQWW 1st time mobile qrp – my goal 10 QSOs! It
was a fantastic operation style – like it. 73 de Stefan...DM5CQ.
Rookie 28.05.15...DM5SB. Started at DM7C’s with a simple 18m
high INV L with 4 elevated radials and finished at DL7CX’s with
a 25m INV L with 3 elevated radials. I improved on my old 160m
SOA record althrough the condx were not the best. But I had
more staying power this year. 73 de Olaf...DM7C. Members from
Hamradio Course WarpZone Hackerspace Münster...DN1WZ.
Much fun and 73 until 2017 de Nele (10 years)...DN3CX. ITU
14...DO1MEW. 06.12.2014 ROOKIE...DO2HEY. First License
11/2014... DO2MRC. First Licence 23-02-2016...DO5CTH.
ROCKIE/Licenz 2016...DO5LY. 73...DO5TMM. ROOKIE
license since 2015/05/08...DO7EE. 2/4 RHEIN RUHR DX
ASSOCIATION...DP4M. Thank you...DU1AVC. 100W AND 88
FOOT EDZ @ 15MH...DU3/W6QT. 73...DU7HF. 2-EL YAGI 22
meter ASL fixed bearing N340 direction...E2ØNGF. ATLAS
210x...E78CB. ICOM 706 MKIIG dipole DX-B Alpha Delta o hy
gain avq 14...EA2DDE. CLASSIC NO CONTEST 29-10-2016
00 29-10-2016 18 30-10-2016 00 30-10-2016 17...EA3DNC. Not
good propagation but fun. Thanks, 73 Francis...EA3FZT. High
band rare propagation here, but nice and fun contest! See you
next year! RIG - Icom IC-706MKII PWR - 80W ANT1 - 10/15/20m
- ECO AVT vertical ANT2 - 40/80m - homemade dual band wire
dipole...EA4DXP. April 20, 2015...EA4GSL. CQWW 2016...
EA4GVA. ROOKIE...EA4GWL. CQWW SSB...EA4YC. Funny
enough despite the expected conditions...EA5DFV. FIRST
LICENCED 2014 OF JUNE...EA5IJG. GRID LOC. IM97LX...
EA5UJ. No good propagation in 10m. Thank you for the contest...EA5XA. Very lazy propagation in south Europe. At the end,

only could work 12 hours of contest...EA5YJ. STRANGE PROPAGATION BUT I ENJOYED 4 BIG PILEUPS...EA6LP. Just trying to give the multiplier this time as no much spare time really.
I was trying to configure assisted mode but no way although I
have been conected with my log to a node, so honest real mode.
Some RX problems too. 73s Mike...EA6SX. 05/07/2013...
EA7JQO. 23/10/2015...EA7JXZ. CQWW SSB...EA7JZD.
VERY FUN 73SS...EA7VA. Contest-QTH (Holiday): Apartamentos ISA Callo Progreso 14, 38770 Tazacorte, La Palma,
Canary Islands, Spain Locator IL18AP WAZ 33...EA8/DJ6HL.
Kenwood TS-830S Dipole Windom 70W...EA8AQV. 2015...
EA8DEC. 18-01-2016...EA8DER. FT-857-d 100W rigid antenna...EA8OG. Hello all! My first CQWW DX SSB in HP some new
countries and a lot of new prefixes. Many thanks for organizing
the Contest. Greetings from Barcelona. 73 & 44 de Juanjo...
EB3WH. Me lo he pasdo genial despues de tantos trienios sin
participar...ED1MK. 12/08/2014...ED1S. Nice contest. See you
on next one. Always improving. 73s Carlos...EE7L. 73!...EI3KI.
Sailing, in the traditional sense, requires WIND. :/ ...EI4GNB.
Terrible conditions no zone 4 on 15m until Sunday afternoon
and no run to the States on 40m until around 20z (which is a
strange time anyway?) on Sunday evening! Mostly ethereal signals on 10m apart from an occasional good path to South
America. Practically nothing from JA – pretty much all our paths
to USA/JA go too far north to survive a high K and low SFI. One
highlight was to work KH6 on 20m late in the evening after the
band had apparently closed (two KH and one TF the only audible signals), with Au-Es assistance?...EI7M. RTX - SW2013,
ANT - GP 20-15-10m, Delta 80m, Dipol 40m...EM25A. FT897D...ER2OW. ICOM 706 100W IV DIPOL...ER5DX. EARS
members have also particpated actively...ET3AA. Used FT990
100W + 2x41meters dipole...EU6DX. RADIO AMATER
LICENCE N730240 11/23/2015...EW7BA. Good contest...
EW7M. Good contest...EW7RA. 73!...EW8DX. 73!...EW8G.
73...EW8OM. TU FOR NICE WW!...EW8R. Licensed Since
March 2016 Operated in the contest from France while travelling...F/KX6H. F1ICR mono opérateur bande des 15m en
QRP...F1ICR. FT-950 - Antenna center fed (LEVY) and
R5...F1RCH. Checklog only...F3WT. Poorer conditions as
usual, but still a big thrill!...F4ETG. FT-1000D - multidipole MC90 - W2IHY audio equalizer Thank you to all stations who
took time to copy my weak signal. 73...F4FLO. Rookie operator
licence 10 june 2014. Thanks for contacts. 88 Sylvie...F4HJC.
HAM LICENCE 27/04/2015 Certificat 33583...F4HMV. My first
license radio obtained in November 2015...F4HPX. Was fun
working you for a few hours!...F4WAR. Thanks for all QSOs!
Nice contest 2016! 73s...F5ASD. The best contest in the
world...F5BMI. Always a pleasure to participate. 73s Fred...
F5NBX. SD IS SERIOUS SOFTWARE...F5OHH. Had fun.
73...F5PHW. FT990 + ANT DIPOLE...F6EWX. Clubstation...
F6KJG. Antennas up late, very noisy condix, worked for an hour
before band died. Oh well, next year, same time, different island.
Mac...FM/WT4BT. Bad condition, skew path for Asia – no JA at
all during my 10 hours working may be it’s me :-)...FM5DN.
Monoband 15 not my better choice see us in 2017 for CQWW
and CQWPX Best 73s from Mario...FR4QT. The conditions were
better than expected considering the solar and magnetic indexes the days prior to the contest. Great fun as always. See you
next year!...FY5KE. GREAT...GØMCV. Nice 10m opening in the
afternoon on Sunday to South America from the UK. SD CONTEST software easy to use...GØOOF. Used SD for contest logging...GØWWD. 98W to an End Fed antenna...G1EIX. First 4
contacts have wrong frequency logged as lost comms to
radio...G1SCT. Poor band conditions at start. However, things
improved on 2nd day. Some antenna issues...G3Q. Condx very
poor this year...G3Y. Conditions were pretty poor for me, work-

ing on the edge with an indoor folded dipole. So I missed multipliers at DX distances for the most part. Still managed some useful QSOs though and enjoyable as always. Many thanks to those
with good ears!...G3YRZ. CONDITIONS WERE AWEFUL THIS
YEAR...G3ZGC. Poorer propagation all round than last year.
10m was very disappointing. Used SD by EI5DI as logging program since it is so easy to use...G4ADJ. The lack of propagation to US and VE from northern Europe was staggering. This
appeared to also affect 40 and 80 which also seemed harder
than usual. The new technologies seem to find new ways of creating of dreadful signals including poor equalisation and room
echo plus splatter from overdrive and insufficient PA
bias...G4CWH. Conditions quite poor for me. Almost nothing on
160m and 10m. Worst score for some years!...G4DDL.
TS480HX 150W Hamstick Antenna Sorry limited time to participate 73s to all...G4HBI. Another enjoyable weekend playing
radio. Difficulty working the Caribbean but no problem with South
America...G4IDF. Who turned the bands off?...G4IUF.
Conditions average. Rx set up worse than hoped. Apols to those
I couldn’t hear...G4L. Just a scant half hour for a bit of
fun...G4MAD. First Time! Wire antennas...G4OZG. My thanks
to all those who took the trouble to reply to my qrp signal. As
usual a great contest. First time using my new GAP Titan DXmagic!...G4Q. I need a bigger garden – 50ft is just not long
enough for wires...G4SHF. Limited time available, so dipped in
and out when possible...G4WQI. GOOD FUN DESPITE POOR
CONDITIONS...G5E. Enjoyable contest with some good openings on the lower bands...G5O. TS590S 50W into a 2-el beam
on 20 & 10m. Full size G5RV on 80m...G6DCT. This was going
to be a checklog but what then thought why not enter
ha...G7HJX. Half hearted effort. Recovering from illness so not
able to give it all I could...G7PVZ. Band conditions very poor,
massive QRM all up the band. Contact with LZ3ZZ may be mislogged as G7UGB...G7UGC. Besides poor conditions for me still
working with faulty ants therefore suffering. 73s...G7VTU. Very
tough going, half the score of last year...G7Y. Search n Pounce.
Not as many stations as in 2015. Lack of DX stations. Enjoyable
contest...G8ZRE. Band conditions! 10m opened. 15m & 20m
very poor...GI4SJQ. Conditions poor hard slog...GMØOQV. The
contest was very hard going due to the conditions. We had some
minor technical issues all resolved before the contest. It was
tremendous to see 3 x brand new UK Foundation licence holders sitting down and operating. All slow to start with but within
30 minutes were operating as if they had done it for many years.
It is seeing this that makes it all worthwhile. Lastly we all had
some great fun along the way...GM2T. Good activity...GM3A.
FT1000MP AV-620 for 20, 15, 10m. Dipole 40m. No antennas
for 80 or 160m Conditions challenging...GM4JYB. Tough conditions. Low bands particularly...GM4M. First time ever entry,
just dipped my toe in the water. I’ll be back!...GM8YUI. SINGLE
OPERATOR MALCOLM GM3TAL...GS8VL. Just for fun entry
band conditions not good here for QRP...GU4YBW. Serious
health issues in last couple of months. Major surgery in hospital and a long recuperation period but nothing was going to stop
me for getting on in CQWW, THE CONTEST. Not well enough
for the usual full-on SO2R so just a limited few hours in the 24
hour LP Classic. CU all next year for sure...GW4BLE. Very poor
conditions, very hard going!...GW4EVX. After the first day with
low power I freed my old Heathkit PA from dust, to enjoy my
damaged nerves. My rig: FT3000DX (SB201-350W), EX14 12m
up, Dipol 10m up...HA1BC. Overall bad CONDX for DX but good
for EU. Thanks for nice contest! Best regards from Hungary
Charlie HA4XH...HA3DX. RIG: FT-847 ANT: W3DZZ...
HA3FMR. It was great! Thanks everyone...HA3FUT. Thanks for
the calls and QSOs guys! 73/DX Joco...HA3OU. IC 756 PRO
III.. 5W, ANT: INV.V...HA5NB. RIG: FT950+FL2100Z PWR:

400W ANT: Vertical...HA5UA. K3 * 100W 3-el yagi GPs
dipoles...HA6NL. TEN-TEC OMNI 5 * 100W INVERTED VEE
GP...HA6NW. FT-757GX, HF4V, DIPOLES...HA6PJ. TRX: IC746 Ant: wire dipols, for all band...HA8CQ. Elecraft K3 100W
Antennas Force 12 C-4s ( 2 el on 28/21/14 MHz Dipole on 7
MHz) Dipole 3.5 MHz and Inverted L used on 1.8
MHz...HB2ØAA. Working Conditions: Yaesu FT5000MP
Ameritron AL1500 Momobeam MB6HD Kelemen 40-80m
Kelemen 40-80-160m...HB2K. One for my favorites contests...HB3YKU. 10W output FT-897 Antenna 15m wire with 1
almost QRP...HB9AYZ. Rig Yaesu FT-2000, Ant Spiderbeam
20/15/10m, G5RV 160/80/40m...HB9BUN. Just for fun...
HB9EMP. First license date July 25, 2015...HB9FXU. Tnx to all
staff behind! Rig ICOM-7200 100W Antennas 2-el SteppIR resp.
40/80 m trap dipol both 12 m over ground. Conditions where fine,
high power stations needs a lot of frequence space. Hpe cu next
year, 73 de Rudolf...HB9MXY. Excellent Contest. Poor propagation but nice openings on Sunday. Great team, everything
went smoothly. 73...HB9PUE. TS530 HL2200 ONLY WIRES no
INTERNET no ASSISTANCE PLENTY OF SLEEP...HC2AO.
FTDX3000, KT34, HF9, INV-V, 2x89m Beve...HG6V. I am region
25...HL1ZIX. VERY GOOD CONTEST, GOOD CONDITION...HP1ALX. ONE TOWER - ONE RADIO - 500W...HP3SS.
Rookie March 9, 2016...HQ1LEO. Great Contest and excellent
Propagation. Cu Next year!...HR2DMR. Terrible condx to North
and South America due to solar disturbance and with the K index
ranging from 3 to 5 during the contest...HSØZDX. Really hard
this year conditions very bad. But good contest as
always...HSØZHC. First licensed on 21 july 2016...HS8JKY.
Thank you every station. See you again next year!...HS8LVC.
8.1.2014...HZ1HZ. Enjoyed the limited time of operation.
Conditions were reasonable and even worked into the US &
Canada on 10m – something I didn’t expect to do given the present propagation. Thanks to all for the contacts and to CQ for
sponsoring...HZ1PS. Cattiva propagazione per un operatore
novantaquattrenne...I1RB. Rtx FT817 ant wire calculated tap 40
mtr long...I2BPP. ICOM 7300 - OPTIBEAM 12/4 VERTICALE
Home Made 80m...IB3A. Thank you to all and good luck!
Sal...IB9A. It was our second contest effort after the big fire that,
last summer, destroyed the woods and a lot of important hardware outside our shack. We lost the 40m 4-square, hundreds
meters of coax and control cables to some yagis, all RX antennas and more. Then, we had to build and use some field day
style wire antennas for 40, 80, and 160m, without any RX antenna because not enough time to setup, just to have all the six
bands available to join the contest. It was anyway a new good
opportunity to have fun all together and for interesting training
for some young operators who joined us to be part of the
game...IB9T. TRX: Yaesu TFdx 1200 ANT: R.dipole for 10/20m.
Trap dipole 40/80m Acer 5750G Windows 7 Rigexpert TI-5 MixW
3.2.1 (R)...IK2AUK. Rig: FT991 - PWR: 50W - MULTIBAND
VERTICAL ANTENNA 10-80m. OPERATOR GIGI...IK2MXM.
Please use as control TNX...IK2QPO. Always contest nr.1 My
first WWDX was in 1991 few days after licenced!...IK2SAI.
Scarsa propagazione...IK3SSW. The best contest of the year.
15m really interesting and fun...IK4LZH. anche se in condizioni
non ottimali mi sono comunque divertito ci sentiamo alla prossima edizione. 73...IK4RVG. CATEGORY OVERLAY CLASSIC...IN3EME. Much fub on QRP!...IN3YKS. Beautifull contest...IO1C. FT 920 OB6-3M...IO9R. IQØWY - Amateur Radio
Society - Formia (LT-01)...IQØWY. See you next year. I love this
contest!...IQ1KZ. TS-2000 ANT. VERTICAL AND DIPOLE...
IQ2CU. Thanks to Ari Lissone to let us use their radio station...IQ2LS. Tnt to all...IQ2XZ. ARI BOLOGNA club call 70th
anniversary op. by IK4AUY (qth loc JN54QM). TS590SG, 3-el
yagi 17m, p out 500W. Log Qartest. QSL Manager

IZ4FUE...IQ4BQ. Just few hours at club station enjoying with
friends...IQ5FI. Evento affascinante uno dei pochi che riesce a
coinvolgere tutti i radioamatori delmondo amanti del dx.
Sicuramente. Stato un fantastico battesimo per il nostro team e
per i neofiti delle hf...IQ8YT. Ars Circolo di Alcamo
TP01...IQ9QL. Poor propagation but i enjoy the contest...IR2L.
IK4ZHH...IR4E. QTH Contest Station IZ6ERS...IR6A. TNX very
pleasure CQWW CONTEST...IR7R. First contest in magic band
for me. New Beverage antenna. Size 56 meter...IR8W. Tnx to
all!...IR9W. Dipole antenna for the band of 14 MHz. YAESU 897
100W. Very happy with the result with minimal equipment...IR9Z.
Ci siamo divertiti. Al prossimo Contest...ISØFEZ. MONTE
ARMIDDA RADIO TEAM 2016...ISØM. Wire dipoles for 160m
and 80m, rotary dipole for 40m rotary triband dipole for 20-1510m...ISØXDA. CQ WW SSB 2016 Log...IT9DGG. Ottimo
Contest...IT9DVZ.
ROOKIE...IT9GAK.
First
license
21/09/2015...IT9GBF. Date first licensed: 21/07/2016...
IT9GQH. During the first day of the contest I was traveling so i
worked only for participation. Propagation is not good specially
on 10m, hoping better for next year...IT9OPR. I operated from
my sailboat with a simple wire antenna! Tks...IT9PZM. Ottima
propagazione. Ho fatto poco ma mi sono divertito, grazie a tutti
73...IT9TFX. ROOKIE - licenced 23 september 2014...IU1DEI.
License 24/10/14...IU1DJH. Date of the first license: 02 April
2015...IU1EAF. 02/2015...IU2DUP. 73...IU3EDK. CATEGORYROOKIE / DATE OF LICENSE 2014...IU3FCR. Classic...I
U4BUQ. License date 2014-07-15...IU4DAF. FIRST HAM
LICENSE 2015...IU4FMO. Nice contest, lots of stations on the
air and a lot of fun even with a vertical and a wire. 73
Alessandro...I U4FNO. ROOKIE 2015...IU5DVC. License date
19/06/2015...IU5FFM. ROOKIE General authorisation AUG/
16/3901 obtained 02/08/2016...IU5HJU. HELLO MANY TNX
FOR GOOD CONTEST OPERATE NOT INTERNET NOT
CLUSTER ONLY MAN ON VFO ICOM IC 765 VERY GOOD
PROPAGATION SATURDAY OF 10M GOOD OF 20M AND
40M IN DINNER ITALIAN HOURS 160 ACTIVE SUNDAY
OPERATE LOW POWER WITH G5RV LONG, 160-10M AND
ICOM IC 765 MIKE / EARPHONE HOME MADE BY COMPUTER SYSTEM (ELECTRETE MIKE) BEST 73 DE
PAOLO...IV3BCA. Among the most exciting contest in the whole
year. Several new ones, quite fair discipline, again an excellent
occasion to increase the log and test the station...IV3EWO. The
date first licensed 08/07/2016...IV3GPV. RTX ICOM IC-756
PROIII ANT. ULTRABEAM YAGI 3-EL. 6-20mt. TOWER 9 Mt.
500W (ACOM 1010)...IWØBCF. RTX ICOM IC-706 ANT. YAGI
3-EL. 10-15-20m. TOWER 3 Mt. 100W...IWØBLW. IWØEAC Italian Contest Club...IWØEAC. After an absence of three years
I am back with few hours (14h ony) of activity. My set up (IC756
proIII, PA 500W, FD4, 2-el 20-15-10m) and propagation did not
help me so much, anyway I am glad to be operative during this
contest. I’ll try again nex time for a longer presence. 73...IWØGTA. Tnx to all...IW1RGP. FIRST OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE.
CAT. MULTI/MULTI...IW2CTQ. Yaesu FTDX 3000 - Vertical 4
Bands...IW2EVH. This contest was pure fun! All were ok, good
opening in 10-15m on saturday with NA and SA, mostly I’ve operated in S&P because low power don’t permit to run or keep a
frequency. Saturday night I’ve worked good conditions with AS,
made QSO with JT and YB, despite I don’t have 160m antenna.
Sunday propagation was a little bit closer, with short skip, made
tons of european stations. Checked all objective i had, as 1,000
QSO and 1 million points. See you next time 73!...IW4EGX.
dxcc_ssb_2016_iw8dqy...IW8DQY. This year no time to setup
the contest station at II9K so a good opportunity to check antennas at home! See you next year...IW9FRA. CLASSIC...
IW9HRQ. Tried to enter as monoband, on 80m, where my setup
usually has hard times, to improve operating and have DXCC

on 80m grow. It’s the only way to go I admit for an ham operator. Easy things are the shortest path. Ham radio needs the
longest. Had fun and enjoyed my radio time!...IX1CKN. Beautiful
contest, but not good propagation. The my multiple new vertical
antenna HFHWA works very well!...IZØDXD. I apologize for
being late, but I had problems with work...IZØHLY. FT-2000
DualBeam Pro Dipole Thanks for fun. Propagation was mediocre
in 15m...IZØIRH. Good activity, but not good propagation (imo)
KENWOOD 570D, POWER FIXED AT 4,7W BY INTERNAL
REGULATION...IZ1DGG. My little contribution, thanks to
all...IZ1KGY. My first time over 300 QSOs (My best was 166
QSOs on 2014), very very happy. Simple conditions in my side.
Old vertical antenna for 27 Mhz with autotuner (working good on
10-15m) and 21 meters of electric cable on the roof of the home
near me. hi hi. Working well on low bands. Propagation not strong
but many stations on the air. See you next year. Ciao!...IZ1MHY.
Tx Drake T4XB, RX Softrock Ensemble II as RX, Ant. T2FD 530Mhz...IZ2OOS. CQWW SSB...IZ2QGB. Super contest, very
good...IZ2ZQP. Checklog...IZ3WXR. Ciao a tutti...IZ5IMD. Hard
hard job cqww with kx3 and ma 3800 multiband antenna on balcony. 73...IZ5JLF. I did a cameo on saturday evening to spend
a few pleasant hours on 160m...IZ5MOQ. WONDERFUL CONTEST. 73s de Salvatore La Torre...IZ6DWH. Beautiful contest,
unmissable, excellent participation shame about the poor propagation conditions which limited a little fun. Happy to have
improved the score of the last edition. Appointment to the next
edition hoping to further improve both the score for the Setup. I
thank especially all stations who have had the patience to connect. SETUP RTX ANT. Monoband Yagi 4 elements GAIN HY
LB204-LJ AMPL. 73 de Giovanni...IZ8GUQ. My power is only
300W...IZ8LNG. I joined contest partly...JAØBJY. It was
fun!...JAØCLB. I enjoyed the contest...JAØEVI. I enjoyed the
contest...JAØGCY. I enjoyed the contest...JAØNFP. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1AHS. 100W...JA1AZR. The worst propagation
in more than 5 years! I started out with LP, but changed to HP
on Day 2, seeing that there would be no improvement of propagation. In the end, zero Zone 14 and only one Zone 5 (thanks
to K3LR). We are heading for a long winter of solar
cycle...JA1BPA. I participated in this contest only at short time.
But I enjyoed it...JA1CRJ. I enjoyed the contest...JA1CUF. I
enjoyed the contest...JA1DBG. I enjoyed the contest...JA1DCK.
I enjoyed the contest. FTDX5000 200W...JA1DCO. Enjoyed
QSO but CONDX NG...JA1DSW. Tnx nice contest...JA1FWS.
I enjoyed the contest...JA1FYA. I enjoyed the contest...
JA1GHR. I enjoyed the contest...JA1IXY. I enjoyed the contest...JA1JLP. I enjoyed the contest...JA1LKY. I send this for
checking log...JA1MRM. I enjoyed the contest...JA1NFD. I
enjoyed the contest...JA1OHP. TKS TEST...JA1PCM. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1RYC. I enjoyed the contest...JA1TMG. I
enjoyed the contest...JA1UII. I enjoyed the contest...JA1UOA.
Thank you, we participated in the contest which was being looked
forward to. We thought that the ionosphere was not in a good
state. However, there were many participants in an Asian area
and the band of daytime was prosperous. We are this time. The
situation of radio equipment had fallen into the worst state. We
left the regrettable result at this time, however, probably, we continue having a dream...JA1YPA. I enjoyed the contest...
JA2HBK. I enjoyed the contest. Thank you...JA2HNP. I enjoyed
the contest. MNY TNX!...JA2HYD. Thanks CQ WW SSB
Contest...JA2IXS. Aich Preficture 20...JA2JWH. ICOM IC-7100
100W OUTPUT INV VEE 12AVQ Triband Vertical...JA2KKA. I
enjoyed the contest...JA2LRD. I enjoyed the contest...
JA2MOG. ANT: 40m-14mH DIP RIG: IC-741S PWR: <5W...
JA2MWV. I enjoyed the contest...JA2QNV. GOOD CONTEST
FTdx5000 3-EL QUAD...JA2XLV. I enjoyed the contest. winner...JA2YEF. RIG YAESU FTDX9000D 200W ANT 7-EL YAGI

for 15m and 2-EL YAGI for 40m. Thanks for a nice contest!...
JA2YKA. Because of low sunspot number, the contact of 10m,
15m decreased sharply...JA3AOP. I enjoyed the contest by New
Ant...JA3DVJ. Paper log typed by VE3EJ...JA3EBT. I enjoyed
the contest...JA3ENN. I enjoyed the contest...JA3FRI. I enjoyed
the contest...JA3HKR. I enjoyed the contest...JA3KDJ. I
enjoyed the contest...JA3OLO. I enjoyed the contest...JA3PFY.
Great contest, picked up some new Calls...JA3QOS. I enjoyed
the contest...JA3UVR. 1...JA4AQR. I enjoyed the contest...
JA4BEV. I enjoyed the contest...JA4CSJ. I enjoyed the contest...JA4ENY. I enjoyed the contest...JA4EVN. I enjoyed the
contest...JA4EZP. All logs except 15m are only for Checklog.
Condition was very bad...JA4OPW. I enjoyed the contest...
JA4RWN. I enjoyed the contest CQWW SSB...JA4UDN. I
enjoyed the contest...JA5FBZ. Icom IC756 4-el yagi 12m
H...JA6EFT. I enjoyed the contest...JA6FCL. I enjoyed the contest...JA6HXW. I enjoyed the contest...JA7BEW. From 80m to
10m, I enjoyed a contest with the antenna using the fishing rod
of 5m in length that I put on outside a window...JA7KQC. I
enjoyed the contest...JA7QVI. I enjoyed the contest...JA7RPC.
I could also enjoy this contest this time. Thank you...JA7SSP. I
enjoyed the contest...JA8DKJ. This year I entered SOA20m
again. Condx was not good and very tough. But fortunately I
managed to work 38 zones (missed 34, 40). This would be the
last CQWW SSB from my radio QTH for 43 years. Cu all from
somewhere next time! 73s Akira...JA8RWU. I enjoyed the contest...JA8TGD. Though condx were poor, I could enjoy it vy
much...JA9CCG. I enjoyed the contest...JA9EJG. I enjoyed the
contest...JA9GEW. I enjoyed the contest...JE1AYU. Thank you
all...JE1BMJ. I enjoyed the contest. FTDX-5000MP 200W...
JE1CWQ. I enjoyed the contest...JE1GZB. I enjoyed the contest...JE1REU. I enjoyed the contest...JE1RXJ. I QRV on 80m
single band low power. The condition was not good as a last
year. 2016 year was 2027 points. 2015 year was 2210 points.
2014 year was 1610 points. 2013 year was 1748 points. 2012
year was 1242 points...JE1SPY. IC-706mk2M 50W...JE2OTM.
I enjoyed the contest...JE4URN. I enjoyed the contest...
JE6CMG. I enjoyed the contest...JE6JRI. I enjoyed the contest...JE6PJP. About the station...JE6RPM. I enjoyed the contest...JE6RXE. I enjoyed the contest...JE6TUP. I enjoyed the
contest...JE9QMZ. I enjoyed the contest...JF1LMB. I enjoyed
the contest...JF1OVA. Thank you all stations!...JF2FIU.
FTDX3000M(50W) Whip on my balcony...JF2KWM. I enjoyed
the contest...JF2WXS. Running 1W output into Dipole...
JF3KQA. Even dipole antenna, it was enjoyable...JF3PLF. I
enjoyed the contest...JF8LPB. I enjoyed the contest...JG1GCO.
I enjoyed the contest...JG1GPY. FT-897DM 50W, DP ANT
8mH...JG1LPL. RIG FT-991M ANT mobile whip License
JAPANESE 3rd class...JG1NCL. Very fun contest. I want to
spend much longer period next year. Thank you...JG1TUC.
TNX!...JG2REJ. I enjoyed the contest...JG2RFJ. I enjoyed the
contest...JG3EWE. I enjoyed the contest...JG3KMT. I enjoyed
the contest...JG4AKL. Thank you so much...JG6ALR. RIG: IC7000, ANTENNA: 2-EL YAGI...JHØILL. Bad CONDX! Only
enjoyed making contacts with friends of mine...JHØKHR. I
enjoyed the contest...JHØMXV. I enjoyed the contest...
JH1BCS. I enjoyed the contest...JH1EVD. I enjoyed the contest...JH1EYM. Thanks for the QSO in the Contest...JH1FNU. I
enjoyed the contest...JH1GLJ. QSO: 21325 PH 2016-10-29
0551 JH1HHP 59 25 AH2R 59 27 0 QSO: 21238 PH 2016-1029 0600 JH1HHP 59 25 VK2XZ 59 30 0 QSO: 21278 PH 201610-29 0611 JH1HHP 59 25 VK4KW 59 30 0 QSO: 21316 PH
2016-10-30 0154 JH1HHP 59 25 AH0K 59 27 0 QSO: 21330
PH 2016-10-30 0244 JH1HHP 59 25 BY5HB 59 24 0 QSO:
21201 PH 2016-10-30 0255 JH1HHP 59 25 KH6J 59 31 0 QSO:
21302 PH 2016-10-30 0325 JH1HHP 59 25 BG5BWZ 59 24 0

QSO: 21221 PH 2016-10-30 0647 JH1HHP 59 25 BA4DL 59 24
0...JH1HHP. I enjoyed the contest...JH1HIC. I enjoyed the contest...JH1JNJ. Poor Condx – Only Local QSO!...JH1MTR. I
enjoyed the contest...JH1OGC. I enjoyed...JH1OVY. I enjoyed
the contest...JH1SUU. I enjoyed the contest. But Condx is very
poor on 10m...JH2RMU. IC-7600M Power down. ANT 10m/15m
4-el CQ OATH: I swer using QRP5W OUT...JH3DMQ. I enjoyed
the contest...JH3GMI. I enjoyed the contest...JH4CES. I enjoyed
the contest. Thanks for many stations...JH4FUF. Great contest...JH4UYB. I enjoyed the contest...JH6QIL. I enjoyed the
contest on 10m...JH7SSJ. I enjoyed the contest...JH8CXW. I
enjoyed the contest...JH8WGT. I enjoyed the contest. I can do
many QSOs with DX Station...JH9CEN. /2 Kani-City Gifu JAPAN
TS-590DG 50W ANT VDA...JH9DRL. Condx was poor, but I
enjoyed Big Contest...JI1ALP. I enjoyed the contest...JI1BDQ.
I enjoyed the contest...JI1CIN. I enjoyed the contest...JI1JPJ.
Date of First License of Operator Issued 03 August 2015...
JI1NZA. I enjoyed the contest. However, it’s past deadline. I submit my log as CHECKLOG...JI1RSF. IC-7800 with IC-PW1, 10m4el-CQ, 15m-4el-CQ, 20m-6el-Yagi, 40m-4el-Yagi, 80mSloper...JI2ZEY. I enjoyed the contest by QRP using homebrew
2-el HB9CV beam...JI3CJO. I enjoyed the contest...JI4WHS. I
enjoyed the contest...JI7EMD. I enjoyed the contest...JJØNSL.
I enjoyed the contest...JJØPJD. I was running 5W with mobile
whip Ant. Thank you...JJØSFV. Tnx...JJ1ENZ. Poor condx...
JJ1RDX. I enjoyed the contest...JJ2ICA. Operating location is
“Tarumi-ku, Kobe-City in Hyogo” RIG is TS-850S and ANT is
GP...JJ3TBB. I enjoyed the contest...JK1GKG. I enjoyed the
contest...JK1LSE. I enjoyed the contest...JK1NJH. I used power
less than 5W...JK1TCV. I enjoyed the contest...JK1WEY. I
enjoyed the contest. Everyone QSO Thank you communicate!...JK2AQT. Thank you very much...JK3NSD. I enjoyed the
contest...JM1CMA. This year was one of the worst condition I’ve
ever participated contest. Anyway contesting is always fun for
me. See you in the next contest on the air...JM1LPN. I enjoyed
the contest. MAX POWER: 50W...JM1RMI. I enjoyed the contest...JM1TGW. I enjoyed the contest...JM2LHB. I enjoyed the
contest...JM3QIS. I enjoyed this contest...JN1DNV. The actual
maximum power output used is 5W...JN3DMJ. IC7600 100W
20mH Whip...JO1KVS. RIG: FT-2000D ANT: 8mh HB9CV
DP...JO1SIM. I enjoyed the contest...JO3PDT. 2014.8.27...
JO4GMS. I enjoyed the contest...JO7RAA. I did make a QSO
only with JA1ZGP...JP1LRT. I enjoyed the contest. RIG: IC7000M OUTPUT: 50W ANT: HF15CL...JP3KPJ. I enjoyed the
contest...JP3MFV. I enjoyed the contest...JQ1COB. I enjoyed
the contest...JQ1EPD. Many thanks for the nice contest...
JRØBUL. I enjoyed the contest...JRØDZH. I enjoyed the contest...JR1AKD. Always Low Power and Long Wire...JR1CAD. I
enjoyed the contest...JR1EMO. I got many Asia and OC
Stns...JR1EMT. I enjoyed the contest. JST-245/DP.
ATU+Wire...JR1LEV. I enjoyed the contest...JR1MEG. The condition wasn’t so good. I enjoyed having QSOs. The maximum
output power in the contest was 5W...JR1NKN. I enjoyed the
contest...JR1QBA. I enjoyed the contest by QRP...JR2EKD.
TS590 YP-3...JR2MIO. 74 YEARS OLD Category:single ope silver SOSV...JR2PAU. I enjoyed the contest...JR2PMT. I enjoyed
the contest. Also I was upseted by OTH...JR2TDB. I enjoyed
the contest. Thank you...JR2WLQ. EU from LP was opened in
2nd day...JR3RIU. I enjoyed the contest...JR3XNL. I enjoyed
the contest...JR4CTF. I used QRP(5W)RIG...JR4DAH. I
enjoyed the contest...JR8ORC. Condx was not good. But
enjoyed very much. Great contest...JS1OYN. I enjoyed the contest...JS3LSQ. I enjoyed the contest. MAX POWER 100W..
.JS6SRY. Rookie. First licensed September 29, 2015...
JS6TQS. I didn’t know what to expect from Hawaii with a 5W
Yaesu FT-817 and a Buddipole vertical dipole, especially on

SSB. I was surprised at how many of the big guns actually heard
my peanut-whistle station in the middle of the Pacific...KH6BE.
50W FLEX 1500 PAPER LOG ORIG...KH6DH. THANKS FOR
ALL THE CONTACTS. THOUGH CONDX WEREN’T GOOD IT
STILL WAS BETTER THAN WE EXPECTED. ALMOST NO
OPENINGS TO EU REALLY HURT. THANKS TO ALEX,
KH6YY, FOR LETTING US USE HIS STATION...KH6J.
K2WR=YANKEE CLIPPER CONTEST CLUB...KH7CW. No
internet...KW4XC/HI9. What a waste of time. K-index 3-5 the
whole weekend!...LA3S. We ran contest from a rented cabin in
a forest and used simple portable antennas for operation and
three 100W rigs. We learned this time how to setup dipoles for
low frequency bands in the forest in the darkness, it was
fun!...LA4O. loc: JP67am...LA6BBA. Icom IC-756 PRO III, SM20 Microphone, Multiband dipole antennas G8KW and Double
zepp...LA6PBA. Using 100W and a G5RV 12 mtr up in a laid
back operation. K values 3 and 4. S&P all the time. Not easy to
be heard...LA9RY. Licenced from 26 november 2013...LB1LG.
Licenced May 10, 2016...LB4FH. Licenced 4.4.2014...LB5BG.
License 3.Feb.2015...LB8QG. A big shame that Europens are
working stations over 7,200...LN7TTT. 200W...LU1ICX. 201407-21...LU2VCR. Bad conditions...LU4HK. cqww 2016...
LW3DBW. Super contest. vy 73 christopher...LX/SP2UUU.
Survey for control...LY2BIS. RIG DDC SDR Odyssey PWR 5W
ANT InvV...LY3G. Kenwood Ts-480, 100W, Delta Loop Tnx for
contest ,73!...LY5CB. 73...LY5I. TNX to Arturas LY2W for
QTH...LY5W. RIG: IC 7000 100W ANT: OB16-3...LZ2JA. Short
participation to give others LZ multiplier...LZ2JE. Hello, Please,
credit my report-log only for 40m. Other Band QSOs as
Checklog. Regards, Mikhail...LZ5CA. 73!...LZ5U. Rig: SKYSDR, Ant: Vertical...LZ8U. VERY noisy band. Deep QSB and
much QRN. K index was 6 at one point on Friday evening, so
we suffered! Good fun though, when I DID pull something out of
the bag!...MØACM. First time in assisted category using SD for
logging and DX Summit for cluster spots High noise levels so
instead of QRP ran 25W which was all the antenna matching
unit could handle...MØDZB. Yes...MØGDX. Made the best of
some really poor conditions. Pleased with 900 Qs in the circumstances. Sunrise on 80m was possibly the best part of the
contest!...MØMCV. Terrible conditions most of the time...
MØMPM. Bad conditions could only work majority euro stations...MØNST. First licensed Dec 10, 2013...MØOSA. Band
conditions poor at my location, North America and far east no
chance...MØRBE. Need to spend more time and money on
antennas. Poor DX cond...MØSSK. Poor band conditions. Fun
& testing at times cant wait till next year!...MØYKS. Slow at times
but picked up at the end. Thanks for another great contest...
M1CJE. Conditions difficult. Couldn’t build up the stamina for a
decent entry due to multiple distractions. Perhaps next
year...M1N. Terrible conditions, so our claimed score is well
down on last year. Thanks for the QSOs from the team at
Cambridge University...M4A. Spare time operation as I have to
take care of 3-month-old baby :-) Equipment as usual, K3, 5
meter wire, LDG autotuner, Win-Test Just enjoyed once a year
SSB contest. 73 Kazu MØCFW, M5Z, JK3GAD...M5Z. I passed
my Foundation Licence Exam on the 12th June 2015...M6KNS.
Rookie 1/6/16...M6RVA. First multi-multi for M6T since year
2000. Very sadly the driving force behind M6T - Bob Carpenter
G4BAH - died in August and we returned to multi-multi in his
memory. Dreadful conditions and the UK is just too far north –
we listened to 9A and E7 working US stations that we could not
hear. Only an abysmal 7% of our QSOs were with the US.
Normally it is around 40%...M6T. Foundation licence
25/04/2016...M6YOM. Date First Licensed 02 APRIL 2016...
M6YTU. CONTEST NEEDS TO BE LIMITED TO 400W stop 4.5Khz SPLATTER Against my 3W...M6Z. First time DXpedition to

Scarlett Point, Isle of Man www.scarlettpoint.im...MD1E. Really
poor conditions. 1 hour only...MM2N. All with indoor dipoles and
5W...MM3AWD. IC7000 & 400W to verticals over saltwater.
Station located near Inverness...MM7X. Had a great time with
just 100W and a wire...MWØBRO. Not my best entry. Only
worked one day, had to stop for 2 hours due to local QRM :(
...MW1MDH. My 60th anniversary of entering this
contest!...NH7AA. Superb noise reduction in the K3S helped
tremendously! Thanks to everyone who called me in the contest. High points being called by CN3AA and ZD8W. 73, Dan
K8RF/NP2J...NP2J. Rookie...NP3MR. I return to contest after
more than 10 years, this time the propagation don’t help, but I
have a nice time in the contest. GL...OA4DW. Excellent
north/south propagation but poor elsewhere...OA4SS.
Propagation data were proven to be wrong, happily condx were
rather good...OA6Q. Worst band conditions in a contest i have
ever seen...OE1CIW. 100W and a vertical on the 6th floor balcony...OE1HHB. First Licensed APR 08, 2014...OE1VMC.
Weekend with a 6-elYagi with NOT working Rotor – not so easy.
See You 2017!...OE1XHQ. Nice contest. Needs more time for
operating. Maybe next year...OE2IJL. First licensed 2014-0611...OE2RPL. Very spotty condx, but still enjoyed it...OE2S.
TX/RX Keenwood TS940-S Antenna HY End Fed (Longwire)
Tnx for Contest hope to have more time next year!...OE3MCS.
Lizenz seit 2015...OE3TWA. YL in Contest...OE3YTA.
Contesting can be utterly exhausting especially with missing
sunspots, a high A and K index and visits from Murphy. But
CQWW rocks year after year. Thanks for the contacts...OE5T.
Big success for my new lw antenna, 100-m long on my new QTH,
worked 320 stations on 80m. 73...OE6HLF. First problem with
Computer, then with sun and after that with amplifier which I got
fixed at Sunday. What more could go wrong? Worst contest ever
and definitely not satisfied...OG3MS. By far the worst propagation that I have ever encountered while working CQWW SSB on
the all band category. Staying focused was very difficult and
required a lot of short breaks here and there...OG6N. Next,
please...OHØX. 73...OHØZ. Licence JAN. 2015...OH1XFE. KX3 & Juma linear & verticals...OH2BBM. Terrible condx because
of strong aurora but still enjoyed the contest...OH2BR. Thanks
again for the fine contest, but Aurora destroyed our fun
here...OH2KW. Split club score to 4/5 Contest Club Finland and
1/5 to Yankee Clipper Contest Club...OH5NQ. Checklog...
OH6FSQ. Checklog...OH6NC. FT1000MPMK5F ANT: INV.V
INV.L...OK1JOK. FT817 + Vertical V7+ ...OK1KAS. IC-7000,
100W, YAGI...OK1LO. Why OK stn wrk on CW
segment?...OK1T. FT-897D 100W ANT: W3DZZ my AGE 83
Years...OK2BJK. TS 820 , Ant: LW...OK2BRQ. Very bad condx,
no answers from many DX, tried ZD8W on 4 bands, no QSO.
No JA QSO at all. Great surprise ZL first call on Sunday 20m
night. Many thanks for all QSOs, see You all next yr...OK2FD.
Rig[s] IC-756PROIII-100W, Antena[s] Windom FD5, Dipol 2x40
m...OK2MBP. Transceiver FT950 (Power 100W) Ant: CP6 ,
FD4...OK2PBG. GOOD CONTEST WITH MANY STATIONS.
SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS. TCVR: 70W, ANT: LW
40M...OK2SWD. At new QTH OK5Z 5-el YAGI 22 up...OK3C.
FT/817 + vertical V7+ ...OK4AS. Thanks for the nice contest.See
you in the CW section...OK4DZ. GOOD CONTEST WITH MANY
STATIONS. SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS. TCVR: 70W, ANT: LW
40M...OK5SWL. Rig: FT1000MP MarkV, ACOM 1010 Ant:
dipole, yagi, beverage, logper Titanex...OK7O. FT1000MP,
100W, GP 25mH for TX + 30m loop for RX. N1MM...OL9R. First
licensed in 27 Oct. 2015...OMØASA. TCVR: IC756 100W.
Multiband Invee Dipole Ant...OM7AB. IC-737A, GP7, G5RV
SLOPER, 100W...OM7AX. ROOKIE...OM8ADM. OTAVA77,
power 100W. LW 40m...OM8AHJ. NICE CONTEST – MY BEST
ONE...OM8ST. Disastrous propagation...ON3ND. NICE CON-

TEST 73...ON3VS. KX3 3W ant 40/80m dipole @ 2m
agl...ON4ANE. Many thanks for organizing this contest. 73,
Yves...ON4KCY. This was first entry 40m single band with 4
square. It was fun to rotate the knob and see S9+++ signals.
Enjoy the contest, and see you next year...ON4TO. A mix of
QRP and SSB means struggling. Results were as planned
except for zones and points because of poor propagations to NA
and Asia. 10 and 15 looked sometimes like VHF with sporadicE and meteor scatter Rig 20m up Software...ON6NL. Some
QSOs made on 10/30/2016 are logged on 29/10/2016...
ON6VOX. FIRST CALLSIGN AND LICENCE ON3OM NOVEMBER-04-2015...ON7ET. Enjoyed participating for a couple of
hours...ON7PX. This year only 15m. Bad Conditions got only
South Amercia and the caribbean in the Log, miss a lot of US
Points...OO5G. SO2R...OR2F. Very strange condx. Didn’t have
any pileups to the US...OR3A. Thanks again to our great logistical, technical support and culinairy teams. They are the true
winners!...OT5A. Bad condx. 300W into simple antennas...
OV3X. Condx was not good with high A-index and low
sunspots...OZ1KKH. 26-08-2015...OZ4MU. Simple setup here
– my new FT891 and a 40m GP...OZ7JZ. First contest on our
new QTH, lots of QRM...PAØAA. When restarting on Sunday
morning unfortunately N1MM+ refused to run, showing corrupted .ini file, lost configuration so then exported the .adi to stick,
started up N1MM on old laptop without cluster, so no more spots
and after this lost the will to go all-out, stopping in the evening
when reaching a reasonable target...PAØMIR. Great time to
contest...PA1MAR. First WWDX contest after 30 years of QRT.
I did feel like a stone age man using pc for logging for the first
time! I hope I did okay!...PA2TMS. HPE We do it better than last
year...PA3CJP. Poor conditions but fun. We only did 24 hours,
maybe next year again!...PA3DAT. Very difficult conx...
PA3DDP. Nice to make this much QSOs although 10 wasnt
open...PA3DTR. 100W INVERTED V OPENLINE... PA3GEO.
FT950, 100W 2 x 7.5 meter on balcony...PA3GNZ. Only 1 vertical antenna...PBØACU. Tnx for the great contest! First time I
did SOSB 160. UA9 was hard to work, I did several attempts to
work A73A but didn’t manage to work them eventhough they had
a decent signal here, luckily I worked 9K2HN for the zone multi.
Worked 5 US STATIONS, weak signals! but once you got
them,you got them. K1LZ, K3LR, NO3M, K1KI, N5DX i would
like to thank the guys of PI4COM! Icom 7600+, ACOM1000, Ant
25Mh RX NONE...PB8DX. My first CQWW SSB Contest and
only for a few hours...PC1Y. CHECKLOG...PC4C. Thanks guys!
Only checklog this time due to little operating time!...PC9DB.
Operator’s restricted Netherlands Novice class amateur and
QRP Station RIG YAESU FT-817ND PWR 5W ANT SWL25
HyEndFed Thanks for a nice contest!...PD0PMS. Licensed on
the 15th of april 2015...PD8DA. Enjoyed this big activity!
Eventhough opening Sunday morning on 144 MHz working EA
(1000km)...PE1EWR. Bad propagation with aurora, but had fun
on my birthday. 73...PE2K. Rig TS590S, barefoot average output to antenna 50W. Antenna horizontal multiband dipole
trapped for 15, 20, 40, & 80m bands. Again I enjoyed the contest, thanks!...PG1R. First time QRP with FT817 in the CQWW.
Didn’t have that much time, but was good fun. Conditions weren’t
that good for QRP. But nice contacts anyway. 73 de
Lex...PH2LB. Aiming for number 1 in Curacao... PJ2BVU.
Operated on holiday in St. Maarten, Conditions were difficult,
but contest was still interesting as I was operating from a different corner of the world as usual...PJ7/HB9FLX. FT-857D + Long
Wire Antenna + 9:1 Unun (100W)...PP5FMM. CHECKLOG...
PP5RLC. What a great contest to join! Thank you all. 73...PR2W.
The propagation was better than we expected. With 3 stations
we had planned to operate M/2, but as the interlock failed we
ended up in MM. We had a great pleasure to receive two visi-

tors from Argentina, LW9EOC (Tim) and LW1DTZ (Esteban).
Mixed with Brazilians, we made a very happy team in easy-going
South American style. TNX for being in our log...PS2T. FT 857D
> TRIBANDA 3DX3...PT7ZT. labre/ms...PT9AA. Operators:
PU2KBD FABIO, PU2SDX ROGERIO...PU2KBD. 13/08/2015...
PU4ABA. PARANA RADIOSPORT TEAM...PU5ROP.Date of
first license 2016-02-26...PU7WAT. PU8TAJ, Primeira Licena
em 26/05/2015. A primeira vez que participo do CQWW SSB.
(It is the firt time in this conteste)...PU8TAJ. 2016-0302...PU8TAS. Licensed since 29/10/2015...PU8WHJ. CDR
GROUP...PY2CAT. RADIO IC 7800 MK II, 4 ELEMENTS...
PY2HT. 10 de Junho de 2015...PY4VG. RIG FT2000 with 100W,
Antenna KLM KT34XA 6-el, Loc GG54HO...PY5JO. Operators:
PU5UAI, PU5SKW, PU5WID, PY5VC, PY5ZAR, PU5SVE...
PY5PSA.TNX 73!...RØAA. 31.03.2015...RØAET. 73!...
RØCAF. TNX 73!...RØQA. 73!...RØSI. TCVR - FT897d, 100W
ANT - Cushcraft X7, 21m up...R1BCE. 2013...R2AHS. FT-850S,
ant HF-57...R2DX. TNX 73!...R2EL. SunSDR-1, 15W, 10/15/20
m - GP, 40m Delta Loop...R2OM. Thanks for the contest everyone!...R3XA. FT-897D,100W, LW-42m...R4AC. FT-950, ant:
GP, INV-V...R4CO. TNX 73!...R5DZ. 352905, Armavir, str.
Stepna Razina 184...R6DR. Bad cndx...R7AB. Rig: K2 Ant:
Delta, Yagi...R7FO. TNX 73...R7MM. TNX for W3DZZ and this
his antenna! Disappointing prop...R9AB. 73!...R9AM. Maritime
Mobile at Red Sea...RAØLQ. TNX 73!...RAØUF. TNX 73!...
RA2F. My balcony antenna - 4m over ground tilted trap 4-band
dipole - work!...RA3DQP. 73!...RA3EA. 73...RA3RBL. Thank
you for the nice contest. I used only 5W and Magnetic loop antenna. 73!...RA3XEV. FT-897, dipole...RA4DR. TNX 73!...RA4FK.
KENWOOD TS-570D...RA4LY. TNX 73!...RA6ABC. ICOM746PRO ANT= 3-el XL-346 100W...RA6KE. RIG(s): KENWOOD TS-450S; ANTENNA(s): GP...RA6LIS. TNX 73...RA7M.
IC-780 P=90W 73!...RA9FEL. 73!...RA9UAD. Thanks...
RA9UN. Homemade...RC4R. 73!...RC9AR. TRX-IC746, Quad
- 2-el 20m, 2-el 15m, 3-el 10m, Inv-V 40 and 80m, Long-W
160m...RD2D. YAESU FT-897...RD5A. 73!...RJ3F. FT857
vp2e...RK3E. GL 73!...RK3PWR. TNX! 73!...RK4FAO. TNX
73!...RK4FL. FT 1000MP...RK7M. 2016...RL6K. 73!...RM1T.
Licence number: AR-16-00271. Date ofissue: 03.02.2016...
RM3O. Tnx! 73!...RM4HZ. 73!...RM4R. HAM since Feb.
2014...RM8L. PWR 100W ANT 6-EL 3BAND YAGI, VERTICAL,
INV VEE DIPOLE. My best 73! de Igor...RN2FQ. Thanks for the
contest!...RN3B. 73...RO9T. TNX nice contest!...RTØF.
73!...RTØO. Worked SO2R, IC-7600 and FT-1000D (5W) Ant
2-el QUAD, 3-el YAGI Delta 165mtr, 80m 40m: 6-el Caliniar...
RT4W. RX- K3, FT-1000MP MARK V, 2*PA=1KW, ANT - 3*6
STACK (NA), 7-EL (42M UP), A-335 (SOUTH, 30M UP), A-347
(ROTARY, 26M UP)...RT5Z. 73!...RT9TM. It’s vy poor condx,
for our 25 years in CQWW SSB activity as RU1A...RU1A. IC746, Delta loop, RH-4010...RU3XY. YAESU FT-857D PWR 92W
to CityWindom 80-10m...RU3YAA. CHECKLOG...RU4H. See
you next year!...RU4SS. TNX 73...RV7M. TNX! 73!...RV9CQ.
73!...RWØUM. Icom 7800 pwr 5W , Ant: ECO vertical,
LW...RW3AI. 73!...RW3VA. 73!...RW4HZ. IC 746, LW...RX3VF.
Many thanks, 73!...RZ3DOT. 5W and SSB – killing combination.
I even made 14Q QSOs calling CQ. Thanks to all who hear my
tiny signal. Catch you all again in next CQWW Contest...S51DX.
Big changes happening at S53M in last months: New switching
matrix supporting 5 TRX; new control, coax, power supply
cables; new stack match units for upper four bands; renewed
shack (walls, floors, operating tables); new inband antenna (1
amp 2 radio, reverse switch). This was the first full time attempt
after complete dismantle and rebuild of the shack. First M/S from
S53M with inband antenna. Great tool! OPs doing the hard work
were: S53WW, S51FB, S53ZO, S51ZO, even S58A dropped by
to do some inband QSOs. S55HH was active in the days before

the contest so thank you for your help. S52EZ thank you as well
for BPF repair. 160m: INV-V 80m: dipole 40m: 4-el KLM, vertical 20m: 6-el KLM, KT34XA 15m: 6-el KLM, KT34XA 10m: 6-el
KLM, KT34XA Inband: 40-10m INV-V 200m away RX ant: USA,
JA/PY beverages, 80m horizontal loop, 40m vertical loop
Stackmatches: SJ2W design, S55O kit Control boxes: SG, 8x2
AG, 1A2R, RS3000 all by 4O3A HP BPF: HP BPF by 4O3A SH5:
http://lea.hamradio.si/~s53zo/sh5/2016_cq-ww-ssb_s53m/ 73
Simon, S53ZO...S53M. Poor conditions most of the time...
SAØBMV. Had to put time in garden so only 13h active time.
Got some good runs and a few new countries on 40m. TY fer
qso and 73 de Wille...SA6BET. FIRST CONTEST...SA7CMD.
Well what to say, auroa aurora aurora and well some aurora that
is what where mostly on this contest. Could almost not work the
lower bands and well it where a struggle when it where in K5-6
but a man has to do what a man has to do) Still fun contest hope
for better conditions next year...SB7W. All wire antennas FT920...SG6T. YL-Operator...SI3A. RIG Kenwood TS2000 PWR
100W ANT Delta loop 84m...SMØBYO. Actual TX Power
100W...SN1J. Plik utworzony programem “Cabrillo Generator
v.2.1.9” (c) SP7DQR...SN5ØII. TS480SAT VERT 8MH
80W...SN5O. 1st contest in my new QTH. Still barefoot and with
wires only...SN5V. Bad propagation, strong wind 20m/s, no
sleep for hours but always big fun. Any station located to south
from me will have better score due to Aurora...SN7D.
2015...SO1MK. Licensed 05.2015...SO7BIT. Radio: ICOM 746
ONLY 100W ANTENA VERTICAL/ 2-EL QQ/ VERTICAL 7BAND MONOBAND DIPOL 80M...SP1DMD. My TX IC 751a =
80W + ant. LW 100m...SP1FPG. 20161007...SP2AS. TS-850,
100W, ant: windom...SP2MHD. Trx 100W ant LW 27m on 160
& 80m and GP 6m on balcony 40m to 10m...SP2WGB. IC765+HM AMP-500W, ANT...SP3GTS. Checklog...SP4MPA.
The worst 15m band conditions ever. No propagation for W, JA,
Asia...SP5DDJ. Never experienced worse condx in CQWW – it
was almost like a local EU contest on all bands...SP5ES. RIG:
FT-991 PWR: 100W ANT: W-8010...SP5GNI. RIG: TS-480
PWR: 100W ANT:GP MV-10 SANDPIPER...SP5TIM. TS-850
100W ANT LW...SP5TZN. 20M-QSO=467 FT1000MP-Mark V 100 W. Ant.Dipol 2x5 h=45m SP6DVP-SINCE 1969...SP6DVP.
20-06-2016...SP9ART. RIG-TS440S...SP9BMH. FT-897d/
GP...SP9CVY. TRX IC738 80W ANT Inv. V & CP6...SP9EMI.
IC7100 Delta for 40m...SP9GMI. TS850S 100W DIPOLE...
SP9IHP. TRX ic730 abt 50W ANT G5RV do...SP9KJU. RIG FT450AT ANT GP...SP9RTL. Only to check not to pcs...SP9TPV.
SD is very nice for contesting...SQ2BNM. First licensed 25 april
2015...SQ3MIS. ant HexBeam...SQ3MZM. TRX=FT-950
ANTENNAS=VK2ABQ, W3DZZ, GP5...SQ5PMB. 1ST LICENCE
29 Jan 2016...SQ6PTR. 8 April 2016 - first license... SQ8VPS.
13.03.2015...SQ9PUW. 14.03.2014...SQ9ZAX. VY POOR
PROPAGATION...SV1CEI. Rookie (13/06/2016)... SV1QYW.
LICENSE DATE June 26, 2014...SV1RMB. 20 meters was open
during the night!...SV3AQR. Many problems – short time
fun...SV5/DL6MHW. 1st licenced 15 February 2015, i have run
as rookie last year. I don't know if i can run again. GL TO EVERYBODY!...SY1BFI. Rookie 14/7/2016...SY1BXD. Kenwood TS870, Power: 100W, Antenna Vertical...SZ4KRD. TNX...
TA1ARM. 4-el hm yagi for 10m. Kenwood TS-2000...TA1BM.
Dipole...TA1CM. 73...TA2ACW. Elecraft K3S Half wave Long
Wire...TA2AD. 73...TA2AKG. Thank you all amateurs. Best
wishes from Ankara, Turkey...TA2ANL. 73 & TNX...TA2BS.
Kenwood TS480 with Homemade 5-band HexBeam antenna...TA2NC. 73...TA2OTT. Best 73 from Turkey...TA3EL. 73 de
Mete...TA3EP. Per aspera ad astra...TA3J. Good contest. TU...
TA3LSD. 73 & tnx...TA3MHA. 73...TA4ABH. 73... TA4ABR.
73...TA4ACM. 73...TA4AJY. 73...TA4AKB. 73...TA4HM. 73...
TA4IRU. 73...TA4MA. Thanks for contest...TA4PR. 73s...

TA7EB. Thanks for nice contest...TC3P. Up here on 64N the
conditions were no good with 10m blackout and little activity on
15m, all caused by disturbance in the magnetic field. 80m were
little better. 20m during day and 40m during night was the quick
rule of the day. The highlight? It was EA3CI where a young girl
operated the station flawlessly and professionally. The greatest
miss – XW1IC in Siam (Laos) which was clear but I did not get
through. Thank you CQ guys for organizing this great event...
TF1AM. Very poor CDX – just hunting new DXCCs... TF3T.
ROOKIE LICENCE JUNE 2015 licenced HAREC since only june
2015! First CQWW SSB contest, and it’s fun! Enjoy to copy OM
and the pleausre to contact them on the air in another
time...TK4RB. 73s Emmanuel F4DSD...TM2T. Some computer
failures. Lost several Qs...TM5X. MY FIRST CQWW PHONE
CONTEST WAS IN 1956, 60 YEAR SINCE THAT TIME...U1BA.
Tnx all fer Contest, 73...UAØAKY. RIG: FT-817 POWER 5W;
ANTENNAS: 40/20/15M LONG WIRE 42M... UAØSBQ. TNX
73!...UAØSDX. Kenwood 590s...UAØUY. Fine contest! Tnx all
for contact! See again!...UAØWY. TNX 73!...UAØXAK. IC-7600
and 3-el. SteppIR...UA1AQA. ICOM-718, ANT-DELTA
160M...UA1CUR. 73!...UA1ZJV. I had take a part in the contest
to test my new Log programm...UA2FP. TNX 73!...UA2FT. Tks,
73!...UA3BL. Lost more than full day because of blackout. Funny
and extreme. No propagation on 28 Mhz band...UA3IVF. KENWOOD TS590 PA 500W GP...UA3LAR. 73!...UA3OQ. 73!
TNX!...UA3PP. 73!...UA4CCG. FT 2000, GP...UA4PAQ.
73!...UA4SJO. TNX 73!...UA6BFE. FTDX3000. ant. Delta Loop
GP...UA6HLN. IC-718, Inv. L...UA9OMT. YEASU FT-840/
INV.VEE...UA9QEJ. TNX 73!...UA9SMU. FT-1000MP 100W
ANTENA GP...UA9UDX. CLASSIC, ROOKIE 03.03.2016...
UB1AKB. TRV IC-756 PRO3 ANT 1.8-7 MHZ - DELTA 14-28
MHZ - SPIDER Operators 1999 - 2005 of birth TRAINER School
club station – Vladimir Chaplygin...UD3D. TNX 73!...UF1M.
73!...UI4I. 73!...UN2E. IC-756...UN7GN. RIG(s): TS-450;
ANTENNA(s): GP, Inverted Vee...UN7LAN. TNX 73!...
UN7LAP. FT-950 Delta-20 Inv-40...UN7PGA. 29.03.2016...
UN7ZAF. 73!...UN8PT. 73!...UN9FWW. P.O. Box.56 18001
Cherkasy, Ukraine...URØCB. TNX 73!... UR1YDD. TRCVR SW2013, 20 W, ANT GP, INV.V...UR3PGW. Tu fer test, 73...
UR3QTN. Amateur radiostation licence- classes 3 date of issue
15.07.15...UR3RAA. RIG: SW-2013; ANTENNA: Delta...
UR3VKH. TNX 73!...UR4MM. IC-775DXII...UR5E. IC-775DXII...
UR5EDX. RIG(s): TS 870S; ANTENNA(s): Cushcraft A3S,
dipole, vertical...UR5EPG. Antenna WINDOM, Rig HomeMade,
Pwr 5W...UR5FCM. RIG: IC-765; ANTENNA: Inv Vee; 1-el.
SP3PL...UR5VAA. TNX 73!...UR7HDP. TNX 73!...USØFF. TNX
for CONTEST!...US1IV. Yaesu FT-850M, Dipole...US4IGH.
TNX 73!...US5AT. TNX 73!...US5LOD. TS-2000 PA=100W
ANT=3-el yagi 2-el delta. GP...US5UC. 26.06.2015...US5WFV.
TNX/73!...US6IKF. Very poor condx!...US7IB. ts-480 sat...
UT0FC. THX 73!...UTØNB. Icom IC-7000 ANT- OPEK HVT400B...UT1ZZ. ts-2000 + PA 800 ant OB3-11&R9...UT3IJ. Icom
IC-746, Vertical Delta Loop 40m Band...UT5AX. 73!...UT5CW.
SOSB 160m LP 70wt.Ant-GP, DL...UT5RQ. HOMEMADE TRX
PWR 4W ANT WIRE VERT 40M...UT5UUV. TRCVR Flex-3000
100W, Ant: OCF Dipole...UW1U. FT-897D Inv.Vee...UW6M.
TNX 73!...UX1CL. Bucha, P.O. Box 1011, Kievskaya obl.,
08292, UKRAINA...UX7U. YAESU FT-450D...UY1IP. ICOM746, 100W, Windom multiband...UY2ZZ. TNX 73!...UY5IG.
Great contest but below average condx...V6Z. Paper log typed
by VE3EJ...VA3FP. Tough conditions, but slow and steady
progress was possible...VA3GD. Licensed on August 9,
2016...VA3HFP. Peterborough Amateur Radio Club...VA3MYC.
Enjoyed making those tough long contats on 15m this year with
my wire – horrible conditions but great fun all the same...
VA3PDG. First Contest!...VA3QB. Nothing like a contest to show

you the weaknesses in your station...VA4HZ. Bad condx but
great experience operating from Zone 2 in Waskaganish, Qc,
James Bay. Thanks to Cree first nation and NorDx Club for support on this small DXpedition...VB2W. Auroral Zone played
havoc with access to Europe and Japan...VC3R. 100W
Max...VE2CWQ. A combination of antenna, network and poor
band conditions made this a tough contest to work, but we had
fun from Zone 2 in Canada. Propagation to Europe was a challenge having an affect upon our final score...VE2DXY. One more
DXpedition to Zone 2 behind 1700 km driving one way by mountainous roads to the Northern Quebec. I came to Zone 2 on heavy
loaded minivan in one week before CQWW SSB Contest. I
planned to operate in SOSB (A) 80m HP category, during this
week I was installing 4 SQ on 80m by myself only in small French
speaking fishing village on the Atlantic shore. It was big challenges to install 4 SQ on 80m because the weather has been
changed often to low temperature, cold rain with snow and strong
winds. However up to Friday four phased verticals on 80m was
installed and was successfully tested. Also was installed 2 beverages as well. I was little bit worried about magnetic storm which
happened during last week before CQWW and unfortunately
condition on the bands was strongly affected to it on the my far
North QTH. I have operated SOSB(A) 80 HP and I should say
that first night was very difficult due to my far North condition on
80m was very poor and every QSO was taken with difficulties. I
had feeling that due to magnetic storm radio waves does not
reflecting at all. Second night was better, time to time I did pileups with North American’s stations and have enjoyed by good
work of 4 SQ as well. FR4NT, 6W1RY, and ZD8W was taken
through pile-up after first call, but conditions was still too far to
be calling perfect. However I have enjoyed the Contest, suspect
next CQWW condx will be better. I would like to thanks Yuri,
VE2IM, and Max, VE3CCN, for their great help during preparation to Zone 2 DXpedition. Also thanks to all who called me during such difficult conditions in CQWW SSB 2016 and 73! Igor
VE2IDX/Zone 2...VE2IDX. First contest ever, very bad condition
on my side...VE2NCG. Visitors: VA3DJ Dan, his Dad Joe and
Georgette, better half to VE3QU We at VE3DC enjoy this contest for all the great DX we get to work. Conditions were down
for this one but we were still able to work many multipliers and
have fun at it. Thanks to all our operators for doing such a great
job, all that worked us and especially the Hams South of our border that gave us many contacts. A great fun contest again. 73
Rick...VE3DC. Man, who turned down the crank on the SFI
index?...VE3GFN. 30 december 2015...VE3MZD. Used a G5RV
laying on the roof of the house...VE3RCN. Operating VE3SOO
from EOC with 13 new amateurs and 6 amateur radio students...VE3SOO. So long, Cycle 24. It’s been nice to know
ya!...VE3TW. Casual remote operation...VE3UTT. Bad CONDX
allowed me to sleep 10 hrs and finish the contest well rested...VE3VEE. Worst conditions in memory...VE3XD. Poor conditions but still a lot of fun!...VE3ZZ. blah...VE4EV. Licensed
June 15, 2016...VE4JBB. Licensed 14 May 2015...VE4PJV.
Licensed April 8, 2016...VE4VJR. Condition ugly in general. A
lot of out of US band calling on 40. Saturday morning many US
working ZM4T on simplex 7.114...VE6LB. I had a lot of fun operating in this contest with my venerable old IC-751A. I also had
a few with my vintage FT-ONE a very early synthesized rig...
VE7BGP. Band conditions not as good as last year...VE7CKZ.
Really foul conditions here so some of us went fishing
instead...VE7GL. Absolute crap conditions in VK2...VK2BJ. Part
time effort and great event as always...VK2CZ. Actual TX
Power...VK2FAIB. Actual TX Power: 3...VK2FGLB. Actual TX
Power: 10W...VK2FHRK. My first entry into this contest as a
means of working some new DX countries. Low QSO rate but
high FUN rate!...VK2IO. Painful at times with low power and a

low antenna (9.5m A GL) but nice to work a few new
ones...VK2KDP. Actual TX Power: 95 I need to put my antenna back on my tower with the ROTATOR. Fairly good conditions
most of the time. Great to actually hear stations on 15 again,
although I only heard and worked 3 or 4 U.S. stations which is
normal for me...VK2LEE. Conditions were very poor during the
contest...VK3AVZ. Club Station of the eastern and Mountain
District radio club...VK3ER. Low bands were great, as expected, especially 40m. Top Band was good, with K3LR peaking
S9+15dB, but unfortunately not much activity. High bands were
surprisingly good, especially 20m. Would be even better, if DX
pointed their beams to South Pacific and VK more often...VK3IO.
Actual TX Power 15/09/2014...VK3MHY. In low power,very hard
conditions. Thanks for few new ones. 73 Daniel...VK4AFU.
Actual TX Power: 90W...VK4ATH. Rotten propagation. Last year
10m was jumping...VK4CL. Actual TX Power 100W Icom 7400
Transmitter Antenna Off set dipole 120 feet long, 20 feet
high...VK4HEC. Rookie...VK4NIX. Actual TX Power: 100W...
VK5PAS. Well Mr. Propogation never visited this shack. You
know its bad when you struggle to get K3LR. I hope you still
enjoyed the chase as much as I did. Good luck till next time. 73
Steve...VK6SMK. Rookie. First licensed September 1,
2016...VK6SX. 500W and Dipole...VO1BQ. I had a wonderful
time taking it easy this year...VP2MDG. May 15, 2014...
VR2WOA. IC7000. MP1 Portable Vertical on the balcony 250ft
ASL...VR2YAK. Nice opportunity to work more dx stations...
VU2BL. I used Kenwood TS 480HX 200W with Hex Beam and
G5RV...VU2CVS. ICOM IC707 BAREFOOT WITH TRAP
DIPOLE...VU2DED. RIG : FT-950; ANTENNA: HEX BEM2010M/DIPOLE FOR 40M; POWER: 90W. PROPOGATION WAS
UP & DOWN. SOME GOOD SHORT OPEINING ON 10M.
HOPE FOR BETTER PROPAGATION AND TIME AT THE
RADIO NEXT YEAR...VU2MUD. DATE FIRST LICENSED: 0805-2014...VU3BUN. My very first contest! Very interesting experience!...VU3SXL. Kenwood TS 850, Tribander Yagi + 80-10m
Mystery Antenna...VU3TYG. Date first licensed 2016-0510...VU3WBB. My licence was issued on 8 June 2016...
VU3YDR. NA-008 – Where your signals went to die and the aurora danced upon their graves. Poetic, so long as you’re not contesting!...VYØERC. Terrible Conditions! Thanks to those who
could make a QSO!...VY1AAA. I enjoyed the contest very much.
Thank you...VY1KX. First licensed 10/1/2015 so Rookie overlay requested. Great time!...WP2SC. Ham Radio is Fun!...
WP3DX. Rookie...WP4OUE. DECEMBER 10, 2014...
WP4PGY. Date first licensed XE1GOX: 12/June/2014...XE1TD.
Despite the challenging conditions, managed to break the current XE category record. I had a lot of fun watching the cqcontest.net scoreboard, thanks!...XE2B. WHERE DO THE PROPAGATION WENT? AS ALWAYS I HAD FUN 73!...XE2CQ. Very
glad to participate first time with an electronic log. Thanks for the
Qs and your patience...XE2G. My first contest and was fun. Many
thanks...XE2PXZ. Excellent Conditions...XE3DX. A great weekend on 15m from Asia...XU7AJA. FT-817ND MOBIL WHIP...
YBØANN. We are member of YB3ZBD - CLUB STATION
ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI - all we are the best - 160m Band ORLOK KEDIRI TEAM...YB3PHH. YB3ZBD== CLUB STATTION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI == ALL WE ARE THE BEST, 160M
BAND, THANKS TO HANCRIIT TEAM...YB3ZBD. Good
Contest. Good Luck CQWW SSB Contest 2016...YB6HAI.
Toughest contest this year with folded sloper 40M antenna poor
propagation...YC2NDX. Indonesian Amateur Radio Organization (ORARI) member NRI 15162222 10-08-15...YDØLBT. 73
BYE...YDØMAT. HANCRIIT TRENGGALEK - ALL WE ARE
THE BEST...YD3FKP. BRAVO ORARI LOCAL KEDIRI...
YD3GOQ. My first time for contest. See you again next year...Y
D3NPQ. ON WORLD ORARI LOCAL KEDIRI...YD3VRY. 13-

08-2019...YD4GBN. My first registered amateur callsign was on
20 June 2014...YD8GAR. 28/04/2016...YD9YSS. We are members of YB3ZBD - CLUB STATION ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI - all
we are the best - 160m Band - ORLOK KEDIRI TEAM...YF3CYU.
12-3-2014...YG3CNU. WE ARE MEMBER OF HANCRIIT TRENGGALEK - YC3ZBQ - WE ARE THE BEST...YG3COM.
WE ARE MEMBER HANCRIIT TRENGGALEK - YC3ZBQ - ALL
WE ARE THE BEST...YG3COS. YB3ZBD - CLUB STATION
ORARI LOKAL KEDIRI - ALL WE ARE THE BEST, BRAVO KILO
ROMEO - 029...YG3CYS. This time mostly worked youngsters
in very poor condiotions...YL1ZT. Thank you for the QSOs and
contest! Tribander GXP7, 100W, Icom 756Pro2, N1MM+.
KO26au (near Riga)...YL2VW. A litle bit “crazy” propagation this
Year. Longest distance until 9K2 Did not heard any US station
during all nights! Only a couple VEs. My antenna “Inverted Vee”
dipole 23 m AGL oriented to SA but heard only two PY stations,
TNX for Contest! 73! Janis...YL3AD. IC7100 Triband
YAGI...YL3IR. 73 & TNX DE TA1BX...YM1KD. 73...YM4KT.
73...YM7KK. 73 & TNX...YM7KSI. 73 de op. JACK...YO3GNF.
ROOKIE June 2016...YO3JAV. TNX for reply to my
call!...YO3JW. IC7600 and dipole. Tnx for QSOs. 73...YO4NF.
73...YO4RST. FT-897D 100W, DIAMOND CP-6 ANT...
YO5KFG. Nice contest! See you next year!...YO7BPC.
05.23.2014...YO7NSP. TS-590 + HLA 300 PLUS, LONGWIRE
ANTENNA 73!...YO8CIY. 2 x 5-el Yagi for 15m ICOM IC-7300
(5W)...YO8DHA. Only 40W from an 37 yo YAESU FT-101Z in
an attic trapped multiband dipole...YO8PS. TS-480SAT 100W,
Inverted L + K9AY Antennas...YO8SAO. Excellent contest. In
the top as usual...YO9FLL. RIG YAESU FT-897D < 100W
ANTENA WINDOM + AAT 100 Pro...YO9IAB. 73...YTØI. Many
tks for numerous dl, pa, on, g, f, ea, etc. caller and nice mpl came
to my cq call. gl/vlad...YT1A. 2014-07-07 date of first licence...
YT5IVN. 23.10.2014...YU2DOC. Rookie, date first licensed
27 February 2016...YU3EEA. 73...YU3VIP. 04.09.2015...
YU4DEY. 33...YU4MLD. 73...YU4RIS. Really nice conditios but
long power outage put me almost out glad to contact Old frinds
a great time hope see again in a cw part...YV6BXN. Sector Jose
Antonio Anzotegui Calle Paez # 45 P.O.BOX 156 COD
6003...YV6GM. Kenwood TS 570D 100W ANT VERTICAL MIC
MC 60 VIVA VENEZUELA...YY4KCV. 25.03.2016...Z33DOS.
19.02.2016...Z33SS. Relaxed participation from small home station...Z35M. A bit of fun with 500W and dipole on 80 and 40 and
only 100W on 10, 15, and 20m to Hexbeam. A scattered performance time wise, having commitments during the weekend.
Thanks to the patient stations we dug me out under the difficult
conditions. 73 Bruce...ZL1YE. GREAT EVENT - THANKS...
ZL2BCO. Conditions poor and only had 40m and 20m dipoles
at 9 metres and 400W. Maybe a tower next year?!...ZL2MF.
Conditions were not as bad as I expected. Great contest. Most
enjoyable...ZL2W. Good in spurts but mostly a slog, especially
the final few hours. I could hear my pal Holger at ZM4T still running to the end but I struggled to be heard, even by strong CQers.
Something amiss here...ZM4G. Despite the conditions I could
get to same result like last years when my log ended up as late
entry and the new ZL record did not count. More aluminum for
the low bands helped to improve the score and made up for the
missing high band conditions. 73 Holger...ZM4T. Yaesu FT
990...ZP5CGL. Thank you all. Please upload your logs to LoTw
as well! :-) ...ZS1C.

USA QRM
Bands are never “dead” on CQWW DX SSB day!...AA5BE.
Licensed 9-22-2014 // Condx didn’t really agree with me this
year, plus I have no chairs or furniture in my house in preparation to move. Even though I had to put up some hasty wire antennas and I was basically operating Field Day style, I still had the

best time I could. Thank you for all the Qs!...AB3WS.
Noisy!...AB5XZ. Skyview Radio Society...ACØKK. Licensed
date 08-14-2015...AC8UL. First Licensed 9/2016...AC8XP.
Tough high latitude propagation...AC9S. Half my dipole down,
draped over the roof. Still had fun!...AD8Y. What a slugfest.
Worse condx I remember in a long time. Still nice to hear a lot
of familiar voices. 73, Neil...AE1P. Bands in pretty good shape
and had a great time! See you in CQWW-CW...AE4VJ. First
licensed 22 December 2014...AG4YL. March 9th 2016...
AG5DB. Spent more time on low bands in early AM. Northern
Europe was impossible but did get some North African stations.
South America, Caribbean, Canada, and Japan were solid.
Managed a couple Indonesian and Chinese stations this year
too...AG6AY. First Licensed 1/16/2014...AI6EG. 10-20-2014
first licensed...AI6LY. First contest, Antenna fell over in rainstorm and high winds...AI6SX. First ever contact on ham radio
was with KH6J...AI6TK. LOW BANDS EXCEPT 2 QSOS. VERTICAL ONLY...AJ4A. FT-950 with modified dipole in attic about
20 ASL. Operated 9-1/2 hours total...AJ4XM. Kenwood 480 running 100W into 40m off-ctr dipole. Thanks for the contacts! 73
Robert...AJ5E. One the most exciting contests of the year!...
AK7RM. The low band openings were weak but still fun...
KØDDD. Based upon solar behavior over the past summer and
fall, we expected WW SSB 2016 to be different from the previous several respective contests. However even our most imaginative forecasts did not predict the observed propagation. Our
typical daylight 10-15-20m and nighttime 40m runs to EU and
JA were comparatively to very limited (caused by more southerly auroral zones?), vs a trans-equatorial pipeline to a seemingly endless stream of great Central and South American operators who were thankfully out in full force. In short 2016 will go
down in the books for us as a show that upended years of our
allegedly conventional wisdom, which provided many hours of
great education and entertainment. See you in 2017, many
thanks and 73!...KØGEO. Band QSOs Pts ZN Cty Pt/Q 1.8 4 8
2 1 2.0 3.5 11 23 7 6 2.1 7 56 130 11 21 2.3 14 118 301 18 46
2.6 21 113 300 14 43 2.7 28 53 139 10 24 2.6 Total 355 901 62
141 2.5 Score 356 QSOs (1 dupe ZV5O on 15m)...KØJJR.
Licensed November of 2014. 40m very noisy at my QTH and
signals where weak on all bands but had a lot of fun. Looking
forward to next year. Email certificate ok if I am eligible to receive
one...K1AUS. It was nice to hear 10m open around noon time
on Sunday. New England had a pipeline to the Canary Is. that
allowed me to work four EA8 stations in a half hour...K1MC. This
year featured QSB and propagation challenges, but I still had a
lot of fun!...K1MTD. Kenwood TS590SG Ant: G5RV...K1OL.
Lots of fun for a teenager like me!...K1VR. Date of first license
07-Jul-2015...K2MV. Having all indoor antennas was more of a
disadvantage. Still fun!...K2TER. K3CCR is the club station at
the Collington continuing-care retirement community at FM
18OW in MD, just east of DC. For the CQWW SSB only I (N3UM)
was available. I went with the Classic overlay as I did in 2015
and put in 20.2 hr. Activity was good but 10 and 15m propagation was much worse than last year with SFI down to 76 vs 106.
Last year I got long runs of EUs on 20 thru 10m but this year I
never heard an EU on 10 and got only 54 EUs in one 54-min.
run on 15m, and 91 EUs in a 74-min. run on 20m. The result and
10 this year, not nearly offset by 189 more points and 7 more
mults on 20m. Only excitement on 15m. was CEØ, Easter Island,
and on 10m. ZD8, Ascension Island. Low-band numbers were
down slightly this year, maybe because the k index was up. Weak
signals on 40m and 80m, could not run. I never heard any Mid
East stations on any band except for one TA QSO on 20m...
K3CCR. AT THE BEGINNING OF THE TEST I MADE 2 MISTAKES WITH VFO THEY ARE NOTED AS X-QSO...K3EST.
2015...K3JRZ. Wire Antennas do work. Too bd I had equipment

failures...K3NDM. Like digging through rocks to make a contact...K3ORC. Propagation not ideal but new antenna worked
well...K3SOM. It’s always a challenge for QRP, but always
fun!...K3TW. NOT VERY GOOD CONDITIONS...K3URT.
Thank the Lord that phone is over for a while. C’mon CW!...
K3WJV. Worldwide curtesy was outstanding. 73 to all...K3YEO.
The 20m reflector fell off the C31XR tribander the day before the
contest. But the remaining director & driven element seemed to
be useable as a 2-el beam with the short 13.6 foot (4.14 meter)
spacing. Given the predicted poor propagation, I decided on 20m
SOSB notwithstanding the impaired antenna. Most QSOs were
S&P because I never was able to run despite multiple tries. All
weekend I had trouble even working EU. But there were a couple of notable hours during which I felt that the antenna worked
miracles. Early Sunday morning, during an hour or two of Pacific
propagation, I worked multiple VK/ZL as well as rarer VP6AH,
A31MM, T32AZ, VK6NZ for zone 29, and FR4NT long path for
zone 39. Then, near the end of the contest, UP2L in zone 17
broke through VERY late at 2230 and an hour later B7K in zone
24 answered my first call through a deep pileup. The final score
is less than half the score I made two decades ago when I last
operated 20m single band in this contest. But it always is a pleasure to get on the air and greet friends and acquaintances old
and new, no matter the score...K3ZJ. Silver Comet Amateur
Radio Society has been submitted to the club list...K4ELI. Fun
contest, band conditions excellent on all five bands...K4KAY.
Condx were awful – never heard zones 16, 17, 18, 19, or
25...K4SXT. Thanks a lot for the fun. Enjoyed my second CQWW
DX contest even if only for Friday evening!...K4VBM.
12/2015...K4VUQ. First contest for me. Enjoyed operating in a
contest. Rig ICOM IC-7100 Antenna Chameleon Ecomm II 60’
at 18’ ALT Many thanks to all who answered and 73s...K4WBF.
03-07-2015...K4WLG. Because of lots of other things going on,
including packing for a vacation trip to the Yucatan, I decided to
limit my participation to 10m only. That turned into a PY fest!
Lots of my Qs were with Brazil. (Muito obrigado!) I did work a
few Africans and a few Spanish and Portuguese station in Zone
14, but never really had an opening to Europe, let alone, Asia.
All in all, a fun contest in which I got to practice my rudimentary
Brazilian Portuguese!...K4XL. 11/12/2013...K5ELF. We all had
a great time. Even got some of the new hams on HF for the first
time. What a way to cut your teeth on HF!...K5LRW. Prop poor
but fun anyway new SPE amp flawless...K5OA. Conditions were
so bad I thought I was running 5W instead of 100...K5RX. Friday
night was awful, Saturday and Sunday were a little better...
K5XU. First time to enter!...K6BY. Conditions marginal but fun
to work my friends all over the world!...K6LRG. 12/19/15...
K6MBD. Poor propagation was disappointing...K6RAH.
Licenced Feb 3 2014...K6RIG. that was tuff. No Europe all weekend. Bands were ugly...K7ABV. LOGGING SO KVØQ GETS
THE MULTIPLIER CREDIT...K7BIK. 03/23/2016...K7ELC.
Conditions were sooo bad!...K7JAN. 02/20/2016...K7MLN.
Thanks to everyone who worked or tried to work us...K7RI. Great
to work all the old friends again! Moderate to good conditions at
the start but little from the North all weekend. Low bands were
fun Fri Night till dawn. High bands were moderate to good but
near sundown the bands began to degrade until the end. Worked
hard to put up a brand new to me AB577 mast a friend gave me
up in time to host the full size 3-el 20m mono-bander at 43 feet.
took 2 weeks to get tuned but well worth the effort. Spent 4 days
fabricating a new the rotor plate design and installing it on the
tower trailer. Once done it was able to hold the 3-el 15m and 4el 10m Mono-banders @ 25 / 30 feet. Installed the 80/40m combo
Inverted Vee at 39’ with it finally resonating correctly just after
sunset on the Thursday before. The 25-ft tall 170 ft long 160m
Inverted L is now located on its own mast 150 ft from the shack

and works OK but needs more work to make it what it could be.
No beverages yet but have enough room and wire for two 1000
foot runs, hopefully in time for CW. The recently repaired IC-746
did a good job while driving an AL-80B to 700W or so. Overall it
was lots of hard work with the mediocre condition. Most of
Sunday was spent being distracted watching the NFL for most
of the day, waiting for conditions to improve. Worked some last
minute mults for the last 2 hours or so. Did I say how much work
SSB is with 1/2 power from a small station. Bring on CW! See
you all in SS CW next month. 73s de Tim, DM09jh. sk Adapt,
Overcome, Succeed!...K7XC. Not enough time to spend in this
one...K9GY. Are Condx gonna get any worse before they get
better?...K9PG. Single Band 80, High Power; Non-Assisted,
INDIANA...K9SH. First time participating in this contest...
KA7FIR. My First CQWW, Fun, Need better antennas...KA8SBI.
Ouch! As a QRPer poor conditions made me work double hard
for every contact...KA8SMA. Hard slugging thru the noise...
KA9A. Enjoyed operating this contest after a 24-year hiatus from
contesting. Brought back great operating memories with my now
SK friend KZ1M (Jim Dalterio). I’m sure he was looking over my
shoulder during the contest. Looking forward to the next
one...KB1RI. Had a very good time. Thank you for inviting me.
This is the very first contest where I worked from beginning to
end, well some of the time...KB4LHP. Rookie...KC1FTJ. There
were some odd band conditions for this contest. Some nice openings to Africa and South America on both days and additionally
to parts of Europe on Sunday were experienced here on 10m,
and 15m was pretty good both days. 20m however was spotty
- on Saturday it was quite weak and unproductive, perhaps due
to the persistence of good conditions on 15m, but 20 was better on Sunday. I heard a number of European stations on 80m
but was unable to work them over continental callers. As always
a fun contest but the this year the money band didn’t produce
as well as it usually does...KC2LST. Licensed 5/19/2016...
KC3HEO. Fun to work so many nice people in the contest!...
KC4TEO. Bad conditions throughout contest here...KC7STK.
04/30/2014...KD2GIY. LET’S GO METS!!...KD2IWM. My first
contest. Thank You!...KD2JBC. Rookie 1/14/2014...KD2JOE.
May 16, 2016...KD2LCH. First Contest, not sure how to score
my own log. Licensed Aug 2016...KD9GVC. Horrible conditions
for me, no JA and not much EU, but it was great! Lots of VE and
SA available to have fun with!...KD9MS. Rookie 30MAY14...
KEØARY. Terrible conditions and I had antenna problems...
KE1IH. Awful conditions on Saturday, but somewhat better on
Sunday...KE1U. Conditions were the worst in many years but
still had fun with S&P most of the weekend, lost time on Sunday
cause of a roof leak and then we had a few nasty tunder showers roll in but at least had a little over 26 Hrs operating. Station
is a FTDX3K, Acom 1000, antennas and 40-10m...KE2TR. First
CQWW SSB contest! Very excited, we’ll do it again!...KE6PLA.
Extremely poor conditions...KE8FT. Conditions miserable,
spoiled by past few years...KF2O. TNX for the contest, it
was fun...KF3EB. Another Great Contest!...KF5VDX. First
licensed on 04-08-2015...KG2DWS. ROOKIE...KG5CIK. FIRST
LICENSED ON 11-10-2015...KG5KFC. 29 Feb 2016...KG5LVT.
LICENSED 11/26/13...KG7GYI. Conditions were way down this
year leading to my Maunder Minimum score...KG7H. First
licensed Dec 24, 2013...KG7HOU. June 30, 2014 first
licensed...KG7MXL. I had a lot of fun! 73!...KI4EZL. Worst band
cdx in 30 years!...KI7N. FINE BUSINESS...KJ6LJI. What fun!
My first CQWW SSB contest was a blast! 73s to All...KK6I. I had
a great time! First contest! No idea how to score!...KK6IPK. A
fun effort on a borrowed radio and automated audio drops...
KK6L. ROOKIE date first licensed 12-11-2015...KK6ZIZ.
RADIO IS A STOCK YAESU FT-817ND. MAXIMUM POWER
OUTPUT WAS UNDER 4W...KK7VL. 07/30/2014...KM4DJO.

First licensed in September 2015...KM4NOW. 2015-11-10 First
Lic...KM4OUS. First licensed in January 2016...KM4QHD. 13
year old operator. First time! First licenced March 15,
2016...KM4SII. ROOKIE...KM4SJS. First ever contact on ham
radio...KM6FZE. YL...KM6G. Well the propagation gods definitely were not smiling on us for this one-can’t win ’em all I guess
– nevertheless had a good tropo going on 10m Sat. afternoon
to produce some more mults on that band. Wanna tell the EU
guys on 20 wkg other EU guys endlessly – QSX NA 1400-1800z
we hear u in Montana!...KS7T. Had fun again this year keep the
contest going...KT4FQ. Still logging on paper...KT8D. How
about one point QSO value for same country / different
zone?...KU2M. Terrible band conditions made for many contacts to be NA/SA but still had fun. Any EU opening becomes a
nice-to-have surprise these days as we head downhill into the
sunspot cycle minumum...KU4V. FT-897, 20m vertical dipole,
N1MM+. It’s always fun to participate in one of the greatest worldwide competitions that goes on all weekend under the radar of
99% of the world. Many thanks to the excellent Ops who worked
very hard to pull my callsign out of the noise. Propagation and
rapid QSB made this a lot of fun at times! 73...KV4QS. Had a
great time. Didn’t get to operate much, was stuck grading
papers!...KZ3W. A casual opportunity to tune around and work
a few stations. With conditions they way they were, very few stations! But a good time was had by all and we'll be back for CW
hoping for a quieter geomagnetic field...NØAX. Society of
Midwest Contesters...NØFCD. Decent propagation. Just a 100
ft wire antenna in the tree about 35 ft up. Did surprisingly well
for the bottom of the sunspot cycle and casual operation...NØLD.
Great time had by all. Late night op got smarter. Weather was
warm...NØMA. Band conditions were poor here in KS, the wind
was howling, magnetic storm, all I needed was snow and I could
have got some antenna work done hihi. Great Fun 73...NØOST.
Flagpole Antenna FPA-20-OCF 100W...NØSMX. Conditions
seemed very much down from normal. Still, the small magnetic
managed to be heard in five continents when fed a little under
100W from the KX3 and amp. Looking forward to next month’s
CW event from Sint Maarten (PJ7/G4JEC)...NØUK. Great year
to try first 80m Phone contacts since 1953!...NØUU. THIS IS A
CHECK LOG ONLY...N1FZO. Operated from my summer QTH
in Hendersonville, NC...N1HO. Sometimes it’s better not to make
any comments. Well one exception – Thanks to those who
worked me!...N1IXF. Always a fun contest. Time limited this year
due to family events...N1TYH. 11-10-2015...N2AJO. Could only
operate 3 hours this year...N2AMW. West Creek, NJ location
used by the W2GD 160m Team also...N2CW. Had Fun. Band
Conditions could have been better...N2IIE. Operating time - 12
hours...N2MTG. New antenna setup seems to be working...
N2SR. Conditions seemed poor during the limited time I could
be on. Log is without changes due to dyslexia, old age, stupidity, or Alt-N notes. Station: K3/800w SSPA/multiple antenna
choices played well...N3IQ. Tough conditions for just wires. Amp
burned up the power relay. Go FRC!...N3KF. Thanks, those who
showed patience completing low power contacts with
me...N3MWQ. Had a great time even though my vertical blew
down during a storm...N3OUC. THIS WAS MY VERY FIRST
CONTEST, AND IT WAS FUN!...N3REH. Horrible Conditions!
Pleased with the results. Mostly S&P...N3RS. Rig died Saturday
morning...N3TTT. Rookie, Licensed June 2016...N4EFS.
Enjoyed a brief effort. Always great fun!...N4NTO. Only one QSO
from calling CQ - VP8NO on 10m. At least the band noise was
down, too!...N4TZ. Band conditions at times were not great for
contacts...N4YHC. USE OF THE ITU PHONETIC ALPHABET
WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED...N5MKY. 599 DX
Association...N5YT. Radio is Icom IC-9100. Antennas are double-bazookas mounted in inverted V in my attic 16 foot above

ground. See QRZ for photos...N5ZY. First real contest since
retired. Won’t be last...N6AJ. Messed up the log at first with cw
entries that were all ssb. Delighted to find ops on 10m...N6IC.
Glad the bands were open...N6IV. Rough contest! No polar
paths, high A index and low SFI! Worked mostly stations south
of my QTH!...N6RV. I enjoyed CQWW SSB despite miserable
weather and band conditions!...N6YMM. FT-5000D, M2KT36XA...N7EO. Kenwood TS-950SD, Heil BM-10, and G5RV
above my Apt. Band cond. poor!...N7MZW. Horrible conditions.
Good time to give the classic category a try...N7ZG. Poor conditions and a visit by Murphy! Some improvement day two. Still
had a good time. Already thinking about strategy, equipment,
and conditions going forward. Definitely need to improve the ability to hear the weak ones particularly as conditions get worse.
Long before they get better!...N8BI. I picked the worst part of the
contest to get on but that’s when I could operate. Better plans
for next year, I hope...N8FE. After observing the “less than optimal” band conditions, I don’t feel so bad about not having ANY
antenna up for the first 20 hours of the contest! My wire fell down
2 weeks ago and didn’t have opportunity to get it back up until
Saturday. Sometimes life gets in the way of radio, and sometimes its the other way around!...N8FYL. ROOKIE 2016-07-19
AS KE8ETB...N8JDM. Didn’t have a lot of time to devote this
year but still great fun...N8MWK. Always a fun contest...N8MZ.
Go MRRC GO!...N8YXR. Could hardly hear any European stations. I miss the sunspots...N9BT. Operated just a few hours
while activating NPOTA...N9OQT. From the perspective of this
low power, low and small antenna contest station, band conditions were terrible this weekend for the CQWW SSB contest.
Heard lots of DX that did not hear me. Best get used to these
poor conditions for a while as we slide our way down to the bottom of this sunspot cycle. It was definitely frustrating to hear DX
stations and not be able to get into their RXer. If not for the solid
North/South propagation to Central and South America on 15
and 20m, this contest would have been a bust! Conditions on
40 and 80m Saturday night really fell off to my QTH even to the
Caribbean and Central America. Only a few EU and North Africa
stations were heard on 40 early and then the band faded almost
to oblivion for a time. In all my previous DX contests, I have
always worked many Italian stations, to the point where Italy is
usually the largest contributor of EU contacts in my log. This contest I have ZERO Italy stations in my log. Many were heard on
20m, and many were called over and over again with no luck. I
noticed many EU stations were working other EU stations while
many U.S. stations were calling and getting through. Well, I’ve
been through sunspot bottoms in the past and made it through
OK. This is just another one to wait out and make the best of.
Looking forward to CQWW CW. Even in poor conditions, low
power and low hanging small antennas, I feel a bit more competative with CW, and should be able to be heard in a few Italian
and other DX stations receiver! Operating Conditions, K3S 100W
to a 2-el tribander at 37 feet, 40/80m short (100 foot) dipole at
35 feet, and a short (67 foot) 160m half sloper at 35 feet. 73 and
CU in CQWW CW, Gene...N9TF. 5-1/2 hrs exploring new antennas, radio, USB interface & software...NA4CW. Great Fun!..
.NE4EA. Part time effort. Plenty of activity even on 10m...NF4A.
BEST TURN OUT OF OUR CLUB MEMBERS IN MANY
YEARS...NF7E. Very good propagation all 4 bands 40, 20, 15,
10m!...NM5WB. Really rotten band conditions. Lots of SA &
Caribbean Islands, a little Europe, and not much else. The hours
I had available didn’t help much. A few hours Friday evening and
a little Saturday Morning and Afternoon. No late night 40/80. No
prime 20m time. 10m was terrible. No Sunday operation at all.
Only scored 10% of last year’s score, but only worked 8.5 hours
instead of about 25 hours. All S&P. I tried calling CQ a few times
but never got an answer...NM9P. Tnxto John N3HBX for allow-

ing me to drive his wonderful Clarksburg, MD QTH!...NN3W. A
brief foray into the world of SSB from my customary CW mode.
Not very good at working SSB, but did manage to make some
contacts. Wish I could have done more. Thanks to those who
make this contest possible. Pete...NO2D. Great to see all the
bands being used. Many new countries worked. Had
Fun!...NZ1I. Staycation holiday style with family life balance.
Really enjoyed this one!...NZ3O. LICENSED FEBRUARY
2016...WØMLD. 5/19/2016...WØWTF. I enjoyed the contest
considering the bad conditions and lack of bands this year I
thought I did well 73 John...WØYJT. I called two non DX stations. And they answered. Lucky me...W1/CT1AGF. Very
“DEPLORABLE” conditions...W1CTN. Bad Conditions! TS2000
probably needs work...W1DYJ. Very limited operating time this
year...W1JQ. First time as Multi One w/Mult Sta. Nice TEP on
10 & 15m Sunday. See you 2017!...W1NRG. Tnx for QSOs, QSL
via LoTW...W2CG. I was just going to do this one for new countries – then ended up working 23 hours! The multiplier effect sure
is effective at keeping one going toward the end of the time period...W2JC. My first CQWW SSB ever. Been a ham for 50 years!
Great fun!...W2TT. Amp blew up at 0002Z Saturday!...W2TV.
LOST FIRST 20 QS ON 10M! LOTS OF OTHER ACTIVITES
DURING THE WEEKEND...W2UDT. Had a great tour of zones
8 & 9 and not too much else!...W2VU. Op training contest. A
pleasure to introduce KM4TMO, Lisa; Jim, KF4WSN; Richard,
KM4UUX; and Anthony, KG4JSK, to the greatest contest in the
world. We practiced S&P techniques and learned N1MM...
W3CF. Heard V47T on 14.261 MHz 5 min before end of contest!...W3DKT. All rem: KU1CW-UT, KJØD-MO, MMØLID-MM,
K4UB-UT, N1RM, W4AAW-VA, W3UL, K3TN-MD, NA3DNJ...W4AAW. CheckLog...W4DXX. 30 hours in the chair this
time. New low band antennas. See you next year! Gary...
W4EEY. Exciting, using my new Icom 7300 rig!...W4GHV. A
great way to test a new antenna!...W4JKL. Did you match logs
with me on eQSL, LoTW and/or QRZ? 73!...W4LID. Hi prop numbers made this very challenging from south coastal s.carolina.
FT1000mkV, SB220, 80m dblbazooka, C.Windom, 3side 80m
loop south carolina dx assoc...W4QNW. Lousy condx as many
have noted, struggled to get any kind of run going on several
bands. Had 2 persons on the team who are new to contesting
(Ken, KM4FRM, and George, KM4QOY). Always a pleasure to
work with the new folks and watch them gain confidence with
every Q. Nice to have new blood in the contest community, we
could use it!...W5MX. We had excellent band conditions. Good
contest...W5TV. Sure missed being with the K8AZ team this contest!...W5WZ. First License 11/4/2014...W6BDX. Enjoyable
weekend. Hope to hear everyone again next year!...W6BHZ. I
set up my mobile station in my living room by my recliner, since
I can’t sit at a desk for long stretches. RIG- IC-706 mkII, MFJ
mobile tuner ANTS- G5RV @ 30’, 10/15m vertical @ 6’ CPUASUS Win10 laptop SOFTWARE- N1MM+ I think this might be
my best solo effort yet. Thanks for all the Qs! See you again
soon!...W6JBR. Use for check log...W6REG. Europeans were
very hard to come by!...W6RFU. Very poor conditions, the worst
in 40 years of operating this contest...W6SR. 10m and Europe
were noticeably missing...W6US. 6/17/2016...W6ZAR. The
Comstock Memorial Station (W7RN) sponsored “Introduction to
Contesting” to members of the Sierra Nevada Amateur Radio
Club (SNARS). In all, there were 14 participants. The average
tenure as a ham of the visitors was one year. Each was given a
chance to make at least one contest contact. The enthusiasm
level was over the top and the session lasted more than 9 hours,
including extensive introduction to HF antennas and how they
work...W7RN. Not the best propogation, but worked stations on
6-bands...W7TVC. 03/17/2015...W7ZP. Only 1 evening and two
ops. Still putting the station back together from a lightning strike

in August...W8BI. Tough Sledding...W8CUB. First Entry in
CQWW DX SSB...W9BGX. About the worst conditions ever
experienced in over 50 years of operating this event...W9RE.
Tough band condx for low power...W9UM. Always good to work
the world & keep on hamming!...W9YK. PART-TIME EFFORT,
POOR CONDX OVER POLAR REGIONS...WA1T. DRAKE C
LINE, MN-2000, MN-7, DX-88+120 RADIALS, KT-34A @ 50
FEET BRG 270 DEG...WA2ALY. Was only able to work one
European station...WA2BFW. My first CQWW ever. Been back
on the air less than a year after 25 years QRT. Not too bad for
a first attempt...WA2FZB. The propagation was really poor.
Everyone had a great time...WA3EKL. Horrible conditions on
15. Almost no sigs from Europe (except Finland, Spain) or Japan.
Band was barely open south of equator but not much north of
equator. Looking forward to next year with improved antennas
for poor conditions. Thanks to every station that I contacted for
handling my phonetically challenging call...WA5WFE. Not many
openings to Europe.Computer crash with 3 hours left. Nothing
lost!...WA6KHK. Operated remote from Tokyo, Japan...
WA6URY. Another FB CQWW SSB. Lots of VERY loud signals.
Not all of them heard my LP signal. I was surprised that some
weaker stations heard me...WA7PRC. Thanks to all who listened
to my qrp signals...WB2R. KX-3 running 5W out to an A3S 3EL
20m beam. Only a few hours available, but figured I’d see what
I could work. Never ceases to amaze me, I can get the S4 TF
QSO on the second call, but couldn’t work any of the 59+
Europeans with repeated calls! Also got the 6W (OK, that one
took a LOT of calls!). Anyhow, It was a fun few hours. 73 to all!
Steve...WB4OMM. HAD TO USE INDOOR MFJ 1899T TELESCOPIC WHIP ANTENNA AND 2W QRP. WOULD NOT RECOMMEND THIS CONFIGURATION TO ANYONE...WD6DX.
Fairly good conditions, but this contest could have been a ball if
we got 1 point for in-country QSOs. Hope the rules will be
changed sometime in this matter...WE6EZ. Very high noise levels...WF2B. Not much in the way of EU here at my location. Lots
of SA and AF!...WJ2D. Station: FTdx5000, Heard a lot of frustration in the voices of the serious ops out there...WO1N. This
is a WQ6X portable operation from the 6th floor of the Clarion
Hotel in Concord, Ca. - East Bay Section - Zone 03. Signal levels were HORRIBLE. You can read my writeup about this event
at http://WQ6X.Blogspot.Com...WQ6X. There will be time errors
due to running old XP...WR1TR. Murphy strikes close to the end
of contest and I have a neighborhood power failure!...WR2G.
Just wish for better band conditions, but still fun...WT8E. As
always, a wonderful time. Thanks for the QSOs and see you next
year...WUØB. Band conditions were difficult this year, but 10m
was open on Sat...WXØZ. Band conditions were OK. Hope to
hear you on the air next year...WX4ET. Rookie. Liscensed May
2016. Had a ball!...WX4SKY. I was surprised at the number of
countries in such poor conditions...WX4US. Grim conditions but
great fun...WY3A.

